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Chapter 1

Growth

1.1 Transition in a dual economy

The economy comprises two sectors, 1 and 2. They produce the same good,
which can be both consumed or invested. The �modern�sector, indexed by
1, uses capitalistic techniques described by the production function:

Q1t = F (Kt; L1t) = AK�
t L

1��
1t

where Q1t is the quantity produced by sector 1, Kt the stock of capital in
the modern sector and L1t employment in sector 1. Firms maximize pro�ts
and pay to their workers a real wage !t which is determined competitively.
The �traditional�sector 2 produces the same good with a technique using

only labor. Its production is equal to:

Q2t = BL2t B > 0

where L2t is employment in sector 2.
The aggregate labor force Lt = L1t + L2t grows at the rate n > 0. It is

also assumed that, taken together, entrepreneurs and workers in the modern
sector save and invest a constant proportion s of their total income.

1.1.1 Questions

1. Determine, depending on the value of Kt=Lt, the characteristics of the
short run equilibrium, and notably the employment in each sector.

2. Call kt = Kt=Lt the ratio of capital to total population. Give the
expression of dkt=dt as a function of kt.
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2 CHAPTER 1. GROWTH

3. Describe the various possible dynamic evolutions. Show that, depend-
ing notably on the values of s and n, the modern sector may take over
the whole economy, or in the contrary regress to zero.

1.1.2 Solutions

1. The short run equilibrium

We will always have !t � B, otherwise labor demand in the traditional sector
would be in�nite. We thus have two possible cases:

1. All the population is employed in the modern sector:

L1t = Lt L2t = 0 (1.1)

Q1t = AK�
t L

1��
t (1.2)

!t = (1� �)AK�
t L

��
t (1.3)

2. The real wage is blocked at B and the population is split between the
two sectors:

!t = B = @Q1t=@L1t (1.4)

which implies:

L1t = Kt

�
(1� �)A

B

�1=�
L2t = Lt � L1t (1.5)

Q1t = AKt

�
(1� �)A

B

�(1��)=�
= {Kt (1.6)

with:

{ = A

�
(1� �)A

B

�(1��)=�
(1.7)

The limit value of kt between the two regimes is given by:

kt =
Kt

Lt
=

�
B

(1� �)A

�1=�
= k̂ (1.8)
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2. The dynamics of capital

Capital evolves according to:

dKt

dt
= sQ1t (1.9)

dkt
dt
=
sQ1t
Lt

� nkt (1.10)

and thus taking into account the two regimes:

dkt
dt
=

�
sAk�t � nkt kt � k̂

s{kt � nkt kt � k̂
(1.11)

3. The dynamics of the modern sector

We thus have two possible dynamics, depending on the respective values of
s{ and n.

1. If s{ > n, there is a �rst phase where the modern sector experiences
growth at the constant rate:

_kt=kt = s{ � n

At some point the modern sector completely takes over and the econ-
omy experiences Solowian growth, moving towards the long run capital
labor ratio k�. This long run capital is such that:

sAk� = nk (1.12)

which yields:

k� =

�
sA

n

�1=(1��)
(1.13)

2. If in the contrary s{ < n, even if there is initial capital in the economy,
the modern sector regresses and ultimately disappears, so that only the
traditional sector remains.

1.2 Steady growth and labor augmenting tech-
nical progress

We want to show that, in order to have steady state growth, technical
progress must be of the labor augmenting type (see notably Barro and Sala-
i-Martin, 1995). So we assume a C.E.S. production function:
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Yt = [� (BtKt)
� + (1� �) (AtLt)

�]
1=�

with:

At = eat Bt = ebt Lt = ent

We further have the usual capital accumulation equation:

_Kt = sYt � �Kt

1.2.1 Question

Show that in order to obtain steady growth one must have either a Cobb-
Douglas production function (� = 0) or labor augmenting technical progress
(b = 0).

1.2.2 Solution

Let us �rst di¤erentiate logarithmically the equation giving Yt:

Y =
_Yt
Yt
=
���t (b+ K) + (1� �) (a+ L)

���t + (1� �)
(1.14)

with:

�t =
BtKt

AtLt
(1.15)

We rewrite the capital accumulation equation:

K =
_Kt

Kt

= s
Yt
Kt

� � (1.16)

In steady state Yt=Kt is constant, and so:

Y = K (1.17)

Combining (14) and (17) we obtain:

(1� �) K = ���t b+ (1� �) (a+ L) (1.18)

Two cases can occur, depending on whether in steady state �t is constant or
not:
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1. �t is constant in steady state. Logdi¤erentiating its de�nition we �nd:

b+ K = a+ L (1.19)

Inserting this into (18) we obtain:

b = 0 K = a+ L (1.20)

2. �t is not constant in steady state. Looking at (18), this implies that
the term ���t b must be constant. It implies either:

b = 0 K = a+ L (1.21)

or:

� = 0 K =
�b

1� �
+ a+ L (1.22)

So equations (20), (21) and (22) show that we must have either b = 0 or
� = 0.
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Chapter 2

Output, In�ation and
Stabilization

2.1 Price �exibility, indexation and the money
multiplier

Consider the following AD � AS model in logarithms (�scal variables are
omitted for simplicity):

yt = mt � pt AD

yt = � (pt � wt) AS

2.1.1 Questions

1. Compute and compare the multipliers @yt=@mt for �xed and �exible
prices.

2. Assume now that wages are indexed on prices according to the formula:

wt � w0 =  (pt � p0) 0 �  � 1
where w0 and p0 are �benchmark�wage and price. Compute the mul-
tiplier @yt=@mt and compare to the two previous ones.

2.1.2 Solution

1. Fixed versus �exible price multipliers

For given prices we get from the AD equation:
@yt
@mt

= 1 (2.1)

7
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With �xed wage and �exible price, we combine and di¤erentiate the AD
and AS equations to get:

@yt
@mt

=
�

1 + �
< 1 (2.2)

2. Indexation and the multiplier

Now combining theAD�AS equations and the indexation formula we obtain:

@yt
@mt

=
� (1� )

1 + � (1� )
<

�

1 + �
(2.3)

and thus indexation diminishes the output e¤ect of a monetary expansion.

2.2 International trade and the multiplier

We want to show how trade with foreign economies modi�es the multipliers.

2.2.1 Questions

1. We �rst consider as a benchmark a closed economy with rigid wages
and �exible prices. The equilibrium is a simpli�ed version of the model
of subsection 2:2:3, and is represented by the following AD�AS equa-
tions:

Y = C (Y; P ) +G 0 < CY < 1 CP < 0

Y = S (P ) SP > 0

Compute the multiplier @Y=@G.

2. We now assume there are two countries indexed 1 and 2 (this model is
based on Branson and Rotemberg, 1980). They produce and consume
the same good, with a common price P . The consumption functions are
C1 (Y1; P ) and C2 (Y2; P ), the supply functions S1 (P ) and S2 (P ). Give
the equations describing the international equilibrium, and compute the
multiplier @Y1=@G1. Compare with the closed economy multiplier.

2.2.2 Solution

1. The closed economy multiplier

Di¤erentiating the AD and AS equations above we obtain:

dY = CY dY + CPdP + dG (2.4)
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dY = SPdP (2.5)

Combining the two we obtain the multiplier:

@Y

@G
=

SP
SP (1� CY )� CP

(2.6)

2. The open economy multiplier

The equilibrium equations say �rst that output in each country is equal to
the supply:

Y1 = S1 (P ) (2.7)

Y2 = S2 (P ) (2.8)

and that total world output Y1 + Y2 is equal to total world demand:

Y1 + Y2 = C1 (Y1; P ) + C2 (Y2; P ) +G1 +G2 (2.9)

Di¤erentiating and combining (7), (8) and (9) we �nd the multiplier:

@Y1
@G1

=
S1P

S1P (1� C1Y )� C1P + S2P (1� C2Y )� C2P

<
S1P

S1P (1� C1Y )� C1P
(2.10)

We see that the �international multiplier�is smaller than the closed econ-
omy multiplier.

2.3 The Poole model with endogenous prices

We shall extend the model that we saw in chapter 2, appendix 2:1, by endo-
genizing prices. So we have the same IS � LM equations:

yt = �bit + "t IS

mt � pt � yt = �cit � vt LM

We add an AS curve:

yt = � (pt � wt) AS

As in appendix 2:1, we assume that the government aims to stabilize
output, i.e. to minimize the variance of yt.
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2.3.1 Questions

1. Compute the optimal monetary policy under full information.

2. Compute the optimal monetary policy of the form mt = �it, assuming
that government knows neither the shocks, nor output, nor prices.

2.3.2 Solution

1. Full information optimal policy

We assume in a �rst step that the government has full information about
the two shocks "t and vt, and that it aims at minimizing the variance of
yt. Monetary policy can be implemented in at least two ways: Setting the
quantity of money mt as a function of all shocks, or setting the nominal
interest rate it as a function of all shocks. As it turns out, the two following
policies allow to stabilize yt at zero at all times:

it =
"t
b

(2.11)

mt � wt = �
c"t
b
� vt (2.12)

2. Optimal policy under imperfect information

We now assume that the government has imperfect information. It can ob-
serve the two monetary policy variables mt and it, but neither the shocks nor
output nor prices. We consider policies of the form:

mt = �it; (2.13)

A policy of setting the quantity of money corresponds to � = 0, a policy
of setting the interest rate to � =1.
Combining the IS, LM , AD relations with equation (13) we obtain the

level of output:

yt =
b�vt + � (�+ c) "t
� (�+ c) + b (1 + �)

(2.14)

We can compute the variance of yt as a function of the parameter � and
the variances of the shocks:

Var (yt) =
b2�2�2v + �2 (�+ c)2 �2"
[� (�+ c) + b (1 + �)]2

(2.15)
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With the help of this formula we can �rst compare policies consisting in
setting the interest rate or the quantity of money. Let us start with money
setting. Making � = 0 in formula (15) we �nd the corresponding variance:

Vm =
b2��2v + �2c2�2"
[�c+ b (1 + �)]2

(2.16)

Symmetrically for interest rate setting, let us make � = 1 in formula
(15). We obain the corresponding variance:

Vi = �2" (2.17)

Now setting the quantity of money will be better than setting the interest
rate if Vm < Vi, i.e. if:

b2�2�2v + �2c2�2"
[�c+ b (1 + �)]2

< �2" (2.18)

or:

b�2�2v < (1 + �) [2�c+ b (1 + �)]�2" (2.19)

Now of course in general neither the policy of interest setting nor the
policy of setting the quantity of money will be the best policy among all
policies de�ned by (13).
To �nd this best policy, we minimize the variance in (15) with respect to

�, which yields the optimal value ��:

�� =
b��2v

(1 + �)�2"
� c (2.20)
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Chapter 3

Rational Expectations

3.1 Policy ine¤ectiveness

We consider an extension of the AD�AS system that we saw in section 3:4:

yt = mt � pt + bEt�1 (pt+1 � pt) + "t AD

yt = y� + � (pt � pet ) AS

with:

pet = Et�1pt

The AD curve comes from an IS-LM system where demand is a negative
function of the expected real interest rate, and thus a positive function of
expected in�ation.

3.1.1 Questions

1. Compute the value of output yt.

2. We assume that monetary policy mt is a function of past events only.
Show that monetary policy has no in�uence on output (policy ine¤ec-
tiveness).

3.1.2 Solution

1. Computing output

We have the AD � AS system:

yt = mt � pt + b (Et�1pt+1 � Et�1pt) + "t (3.1)

13
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yt = y� + � (pt � Et�1pt) (3.2)

Let us take the expectation as of t� 1 of these two equations:

Et�1yt = Et�1mt � Et�1pt + b (Et�1pt+1 � Et�1pt) + Et�1"t (3.3)

Et�1yt = y� (3.4)

Let us subtract (3) from (1), and use (4):

yt � y� = mt � Et�1mt � (pt � Et�1pt) + "t � Et�1"t (3.5)

Combine (2) and (5), and solve for yt:

yt � y� =
� (mt � Et�1mt + "t � Et�1"t)

1 + �
(3.6)

2. Policy ine¤ectiveness

If mt is function of past events only, then Et�1mt = mt, and (6) becomes:

yt =
� ("t � Et�1"t)

1 + �
(3.7)

We see that output is independent of the monetary process, so we obtain the
policy ine¤ectiveness result.

3.2 Learning and sunspots

We shall now investigate whether a modi�cation of the model that we studied
in section 3:7 can give rise to sunspots, and whether learning can lead to such
sunspots. We replace equation (57) giving the dynamics of xt by:

xt = aEt�1xt+1 + bEt�1xt + "t 0 < a < 1

where "t is a white noise. As compared to the model of section 3:7 we have
added the term bEt�1xt.

3.2.1 Questions

1. We shall consider a family of solutions of the form:

xt = �xt�1 + "t�1 + �"t

Characterize the rational expectations solutions. Are there sunspot
type solutions?
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2. We assume that agents learn by updating functions of the type:

xt = �nxt�1 + n"t�1 + �n"t

The updating proceeds in exactly the same way as in section 3:7. Char-
acterize the dynamics of the parameters �n; n and �n, and indicate
whether the system can converge towards sunspot solutions.

3.2.2 Solution

1. Rational expectations solutions

As in the main text we begin with rational expectations solutions, and will
consider the family of solutions:

xt = �xt�1 + "t�1 + �"t (3.8)

Anticipating upon what follows, we note that this family contains the �fun-
damental�solution (for � =  = 0), but other solutions as well. To see that,
let us �rst compute Et�1xt:

Et�1xt = �xt�1 + "t�1 (3.9)

Now let us forward equation (8) one period:

xt+1 = �xt + "t + �"t+1 (3.10)

and take the expectation as of t� 1:

Et�1xt+1 = �Et�1xt = � (�xt�1 + "t�1) (3.11)

Let us recall the original dynamics in xt:

xt = aEt�1xt+1 + bEt�1xt + "t (3.12)

Let us insert (9) and (11) into (12):

xt = a� (�xt�1 + "t�1) + b (�xt�1 + "t�1) + "t (3.13)

Let us replace on the left hand side xt by its expression (8):

�xt�1 + "t�1 + �"t =

a� (�xt�1 + "t�1) + b (�xt�1 + "t�1) + "t (3.14)
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Identifying to zero the terms in xt�1, "t�1 and "t, we obtain respectively:

� = a�2 + b� (3.15)

 = a� + b (3.16)

� = 1 (3.17)

We see that there are two sets of solutions. The �rst one is:

� = 0  = 0 � = 1 (3.18)

We recognize the �fundamental�solution. The other set of solutions is given
by:

� =
1� b

a
 free � = 1 (3.19)

We will have nonexplosive sunspot-type solutions if �1 < � < 1, i.e. if:

1� a < b < 1 + a (3.20)

2. Learning and sunspots

We assume now that the agents do not know the model. They use a fore-
casting rule of the same type as (8), but with coe¢ cients updated in time
(Evans, 1985):

xt = �nxt�1 + n"t�1 + �n"t (3.21)

We compute:

Et�1xt = �nxt�1 + n"t�1 (3.22)

Now let us forward (21) one period:

xt+1 = �nxt + n"t + �n"t+1 (3.23)

and take the expectation at time t� 1:

Et�1xt+1 = �nEt�1xt = �n (�nxt�1 + n"t�1) (3.24)

Let us insert (22) and (24) into (12):

xt = a�n (�nxt�1 + n"t�1) + b (�nxt�1 + n"t�1) + "t (3.25)

But this expression is also:
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xt = �n+1xt�1 + n+1"t�1 + �n+1"t (3.26)

Identifying one by one the terms in xt�1, "t�1 and "t in equations (25)
and (26), we �nd:

�n+1 = a�2n + b�n (3.27)

n+1 = a�nn + bn (3.28)

�n+1 = 1 (3.29)

We �rst note that the solutions of the system of equations (15) to (17)
are �xed points of the dynamic process (27) to (29).
Now we can ask whether the dynamic system can converge towards one

of the sunspot solutions, which are characterized by (20).
Graphing the dynamic relation (27), one can see that if b > 1, then the

dynamic system in �n will converge towards � = (1� b) =a < 0 provided that
the initial point satis�es �0 < 0. Now for this to be a sunspot solution, we
must have � > �1, i.e. b < 1 + a. So if 1 < b < 1 + a, learning can converge
towards a sunspot solution.

3.3 Permanent and temporary shocks: ex-
pectations several steps ahead

We studied in appendix 3:1 how to predict the next realization of a stochastic
process xt which is the sum of two nonobservable stochastic processes with
di¤erent autoregressive roots:

xt =
ut

1� �L +
"t

1� �L
with:

0 � � < � � 1

We showed that xt could be expressed under the form:

xt =
(1� �L) zt

(1� �L) (1� �L)
where zt is the innovation in xt:
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zt = xt � Et�1xt

and � is solution of:

�2 � ��+ 1 = 0

� =
(1 + �2)�2u + (1 + �2)�2"

��2u + ��2"

3.3.1 Question

Compute the expectation of xt at various higher lags, i.e. Etxt+j for j � 1.

Solution

So we start with formula (77) in chapter 3:

xt =
(1� �L) zt

(1� �L) (1� �L) (3.30)

which we decompose into:

xt =
�� �

�� �

1

1� �L +
�� �

�� �

1

1� �L

=
�� �

�� �

1X
i=0

�izt�i +
�� �

�� �

1X
i=0

�izt�i (3.31)

We forward this expression j periods ahead:

xt+j =
�� �

�� �

1X
i=0

�izt+j�i +
�� �

�� �

1X
i=0

�izt+j�i (3.32)

and take the expectation as of time t:

Et (xt+j) =
�� �

�� �

1X
i=j

�izt+j�i +
�� �

�� �

1X
i=j

�izt+j�i (3.33)

We make a change of variable k = i� j:

Et (xt+j) =
�� �

�� �
�j

1X
k=0

�kzt�k +
�� �

�� �
�j

1X
k=0

�kzt�k
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=
�� �

�� �

�jzt
1� �L +

�� �

�� �

�jzt
1� �L (3.34)

Formula (34) gives the expectation of xt+j as a function of the innovations
zt. Using formula (30) we now give the expression of these expectations as
functions of the variable xt itself:

Et (xt+j) =
�� �

�� �

�j (1� �L)xt
1� �L +

�� �

�� �

�j (1� �L)xt
1� �L (3.35)
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Chapter 4

Intertemporal Equilibria with
Optimizing Agents

4.1 The demand for money

Consider an overlapping generations structure where households have the
following utility function:

Ut =
C1��t+1

1� �
� L1+�t

1 + �
� > 0 � � 0

The household maximizes utility subject to the budget constraints:

WtLt =Mt

P et+1Ct+1 =Mt

4.1.1 Questions

1. Compute the demand for money as a function of Wt and P et+1.

2. Assume that the production function is:

Yt = Lt

and that all markets clear. Show that the following relation holds:

Mt

Pt
=

�
P et+1
Pt

���
What is the value of �?

21
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4.1.2 Solution

1. The demand for money

Inserting the values of Lt and Ct+1 into the utility function, we �nd that the
household maximizes in Mt:

1

1� �

�
Mt

P et+1

�1��
� 1

1 + �

�
Mt

Wt

�1+�
(4.1)

The �rst order condition yields:

Mt

Wt

=

�
Wt

P et+1

�(1��)=(�+�)
(4.2)

2. The in�ation elasticity of money demand

Because of the linear production function, Wt = Pt, so that equation (2) is
rewritten:

Mt

Pt
=

�
Pt
P et+1

�(1��)=(�+�)
(4.3)

which corresponds to the money demand above, with the parameter:

� =
1� �

� + �
(4.4)

4.2 The OLG model: an intertemporal opti-
mum

We consider an overlapping generations endowment economy. Each agent
has an exogenous income y1 when young and y2 when old. The household of
generation t consumes c1t when young and c2t+1 when old. It has the following
utility function:

Ut = Logc1t + �Logc2t+1

The population grows at the rate n. We want to compute an intertempo-
ral optimum according to the criterion developed by Samuelson (1967, 1968)
for OLG economies:

V =
X
t

�tUt

where � represents the relative weight of generations.
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4.2.1 Question

1. Compute the values of consumptions c1t and c2t in such an intertem-
poral optimum. How do they depend on �?

4.2.2 Solution

The intertemporal utility function is:X
�t (Logc1t + �Logc2t+1) (4.5)

The intertemporal optimum is obtained by maximizing (5) subject to the
physical feasibility constraints:

c1t +
c2t
1 + n

= y1 +
y2
1 + n

8t (4.6)

The Lagrangian is:X
�t
�
Logc1t + �Logc2t+1 � �t

�
c1t +

c2t
1 + n

��
(4.7)

The �rst order conditions in c1t and c2t are:

1

c1t
= �t

�

�c2t
=

�t
1 + n

(4.8)

Combining (6) and (8) this solves as:

c1t =
�

�+ �

�
y1 +

y2
1 + n

�
c2t
1 + n

=
�

�+ �

�
y1 +

y2
1 + n

�
(4.9)

We see that a higher � increases c1t as compared to c2t. We can �nd that
result more intuitively by noting that the in�nite sum (5) can be rewritten
as: X

�t
�
Logc1t +

�

�
Logc2t

�
(4.10)

and the intertemporal maximization reduces to a sequence of period by period
maximizations:

Maximize Logc1t +
�

�
Logc2t s.t.

c1t +
c2t
1 + n

= y1 +
y2
1 + n
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which yields formulas (9), and shows that an increase in � puts implicitly
more weight on �rst period consumption.

4.3 Pareto optimality of autarkic equilibria
in the Ramsey-OLG model

We shall derive here conditions under which the autarkic equilibrium is a
Pareto optimum in the Ramsey-OLG model. We assume that agents born in
period j have a utility function:

Uj =
1X
t=j

�t�jU (cjt)

Each agent receives in period t an income yt independent of the date he
was born. We consider autarkic equilibria where each agent consumes exactly
his endowment:

cjt = yt 8t 8j � t

4.3.1 Question

1. Show that if � (1 + n) > 1 the autarkic equilibrium is Pareto domi-
nated.

2. Show that if � (1 + n) < 1 the autarkic equilibrium is Pareto e¢ cient.

4.3.2 Solution

We shall consider two cases, depending on whether � (1 + n) is greater or
smaller than 1.

1. Pareto dominated autarkic equilibria

We shall �rst show that if � (1 + n) > 1 the autarkic equilibrium is Pareto
dominated. For that we shall actually construct a Pareto superior allocation
as follows:
- Each of the Nt agents currently alive gives up a small quantity "t.
- Each of the Nt�1 agents which were already alive in the previous period

receives a small quantity �t.
As a result the variations in consumptions are:

dcjt = �"t t = j (4.11)
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dcjt = �t � "t t > j (4.12)

For overall feasibility we must have:

Nt�1�t = Nt"t (4.13)

or:

�t = (1 + n) "t (4.14)

Now the variation of agent j�s utility over his lifetime is:

�Uj =
1X
t=j

�t�jU 0 (yt) dcjt = �U 0 (yj) "j +
1X

t=j+1

�t�jU 0 (yt) (�t � "t)

= �U 0 (yj) "j +
1X

t=j+1

�t�jU 0 (yt)n"t (4.15)

Let us take the following values for the changes in allocations:

U 0 (yt) "t = �t�jU 0 (yj) "j (4.16)

where the value of � will be discussed below. Inserting (16) into (15) we �nd
that the total variation in utility is:

�Uj = �U 0 (yj) "j + n

1X
t=j+1

�t�j�t�jU 0 (yj) "j

= U 0 (yj) "j

�
� (1 + n)�� 1

1� ��

�
(4.17)

Since � (1 + n) > 1 we can choose � so that:

1

� (1 + n)
< � < 1 (4.18)

Then�Uj > 0, and since � < 1 the changes in the allocations represented
by (16) are feasible.
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2. Pareto e¢ cient autarkic equilibria

We shall now show that conversely if � (1 + n) < 1 the autarkic equilibrium
is Pareto e¢ cient. Pareto optima can be generated by maximizing weighted
averages of the utilities of all generations, subject to feasibility constraints,
i.e. by solving the following program:

Max
1X
j=0

�j

1X
t=j

�t�jU (cjt) s.t.

1X
j�t
(Nj �Nj�1) cjt = Yt

where the �j�s are arbitrary positive numbers. The Lagrangean is:

1X
j=0

�j

1X
t=j

�t�jU (cjt)�
1X
t=0

�t

" 1X
j�t
(Nj �Nj�1) cjt � Yt

#
(4.19)

and the �rst order conditions:

�j�
t�jU 0 (cjt) = �t (Nj �Nj�1) (4.20)

The problem is: can we �nd �j�s (and associated �t�s) such that cjt is
equal to the autarkic consumption yt? We �rst rewrite (20) with cjt = yt,
which yields:

�tU 0 (yt)

�t
=
�j (Nj �Nj�1)

�j
(4.21)

Now the answer to the above question is clearly yes, with the following
values of �j�s and �t�s:

�j = A�j (Nj �Nj�1) = A�jn (1 + n)j�1 (4.22)

�t = A�tU 0 (yt) (4.23)

where A is an unimportant constant. Of course these �rst order conditions
are not enough and we must also check the �tranversality�conditions which
are here:

limt�!1�tYt = 0 (4.24)

which, in view of (23), and since Yt grows at the rate 1 + n, is rewritten:
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limt�!1�
t (1 + n)t = 0 (4.25)

This will be satis�ed if � (1 + n) < 1.
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Chapter 5

Nonclearing Markets and
Imperfect Competition

5.1 Aggregation and market frictions

We consider a good which is sold at the same price p in a multiplicity of
spatially separated micromarkets (one may think for example of the market
for newspapers). The �average� demand and supply in each micromarket
are:

D (p) = A�Bp

S(p) = Cp

So in the absence of any perturbation the Walrasian price and transaction
would be in each of the micromarkets:

p� =
A

B + C
Y � =

AC

B + C

Now we assume that the demand on each micromarket is subject to a
stochastic demand shock !, where ! is uniformly distributed on the interval
[��; �]. Each micromarket is frictionless so the transaction � (p; !) on the
market hit by the shock ! is equal to the minimum of supply and demand
on the micromarket:

� (p; !) = min (A�Bp+ !;Cp)

Aggregate transactions are the sum of all transactions on the micromar-
kets:

29
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T (p) =
1

2�

Z �

��
� (p; !) d!

5.1.1 Questions

1. Show that there is a minimum and maximum prices, pm and pM such
that:

p � pm =) T (p) = Cp

p � pM =) T (p) = A�Bp

2. Compute the aggregate transactions T (p) for pm < p < pM and show
that in that case:

T (p) < min (A�Bp;Cp)

5.1.2 Solution

1. Limit prices

Recall the value of the transaction on micromarket !:

� (p; !) = min (A�Bp+ !;Cp) (5.1)

Let us de�ne pm and pM as:

pm =
A� �

B + C
pM =

A+ �

B + C
(5.2)

Now, since ! 2 [��;+�], it is easy to check that if p � pm all micromar-
kets will be in excess demand and thus for all !:

� (p; !) = Cp (5.3)

T (p) = Cp (5.4)

Conversely if p � pM all micromarkets are in excess supply and thus for
all !:

� (p; !) = A�Bp+ ! (5.5)

T (p) = A�Bp (5.6)
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2. Frictions and the level of aggregate transactions

1. If pm < p < pM there will be at the same time markets in excess demand
and markets in excess supply. Denote as $ the threshold value of !
such that supply equals demand on the corresponding micromarket.
From (1) $ is equal to:

$ = (B + C) p� A (5.7)

For ! � $ the transaction equals supply, whereas for ! � $ it equals
demand. So the aggregate transaction is given by:

T (p) =
1

2�

Z $

��
(A�Bp+ !) d! +

1

2�

Z �

$

Cpd! (5.8)

which yields:

T (p) =
($ + �) (A�Bp)

2�
+
(� �$)Cp

2�
+
$2 � �2

4�
(5.9)

with $ de�ned in equation (7). We now want to show that:

T (p) < min (A�Bp;Cp) for pm < p < pM (5.10)

We shall �rst prove that:

T (p) < Cp for pm < p < pM (5.11)

We compute:

T (p)� Cp =
($ + �) (A�Bp� Cp)

2�
+
$2 � �2

4�

=
$ + �

4�
[2 (A�Bp� Cp) +$ � �] (5.12)

Combining with the de�nitions of pm and $ (equations 2 and 7), we
�nally obtain:

T (p)� Cp = �(B + C)2

4�
(p� pm)

2 < 0 (5.13)

A similar reasoning shows that in the interval pm < p < pM :

T (p)� (A�Bp) = �(B + C)2

4�
(pM � p)2 < 0 (5.14)

Combining (13) and (14) we �nd that:

T (p) < min (A�Bp;Cp) for pm < p < pM (5.15)
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5.2 Multiple regimes and asymmetric price
�exibility

Although this may have been a realistic feature for some planned economies,
a somewhat unappealing aspect of the �xprice model of section 5:4:3 is that
in some regimes consumers are rationed on the goods market. We shall
now show that we can obtain a similar model with multiple regimes while
eliminating totally consumer rationing. To obtain this, instead of assuming
full price and wage rigidity, we shall assume that the price and the real wage
are rigid downwards, but �exible upwards:

Pt � �Pt
Wt

Pt
� !t

The rest of the assumptions is the same. Firms have a production func-
tion:

Yt = F (Lt) F 0(Lt) > 0 F 00(Lt) < 0

and households a utility function:

LogC1t + �LogC2t+1 � � (Lt)

The government has a demand for output Gt and taxes an amount Tt in
real terms.
As a consequence of our assumption on asymmetric price �exibility we

now have 3 regimes: (a) excess supply on the two markets, (b) excess supply
on the labor market, and the goods market cleared, (c) both markets cleared.

5.2.1 Questions

1. Compute the level of output and employment in each of the three
regimes

2. What are the e¤ects of government policies in each of the regimes?

5.2.2 Solution

1. Output and labor transactions

Regime A is exactly the same as the Keynesian unemployment regime, so:

Yt =
1 + �

�

�
Mt�1

Pt
+Gt �

Tt
1 + �

�
= Ykt (5.16)
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Lt = F�1(Ykt) = Lkt (5.17)

In regime B the real wage is blocked at its minimal value:

Wt

Pt
= !t (5.18)

Since there is excess supply for labor and the goods market clears, the �rm
can realize its unconstrained employment and output plan. So employment
is equal to the �rm�s Walrasian labor demand:

Lt = F 0�1
�
Wt

Pt

�
= F 0�1 (!t) (5.19)

and output to its Walrasian supply:

Yt = F

�
F 0�1

�
Wt

Pt

��
= F

�
F 0�1 (!t)

�
(5.20)

Finally in regime C where both markets clear we �nd the Walrasian
equilibrium that we computed in section 5:4:2:

(1 + �)F 0(Lt) = [F (Lt)� Tt] �
0 (Lt) (5.21)

Yt = F (Lt) (5.22)

2. The e¤ects of government policies

Di¤erentiating (16) we �nd that in regime A:

@Yt
@Gt

=
1 + �

�
> 1

@Yt
@Tt

= � 1
�

(5.23)

We have exactly the same multiplier e¤ects as in the Keynesian unem-
ployment regime (section 5:4:3 in chapter 5).
Di¤erentiating (20) we �nd that in regime B:

@Yt
@Gt

= 0
@Yt
@Tt

= 0 (5.24)

Government policies have no impact on output, as in the �classical�
regime. We may note, however, that Gt and Tt will have an impact on
the price level Pt, which clears the goods market in regime B.
Finally di¤erentiating (21) and (22), we �nd that in regime C:

@Yt
@Gt

= 0
@Yt
@Tt

> 0 (5.25)
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These are the results we derived for the Walrasian equilibrium (section
5:4:2). We can recall that the positive e¤ect of taxes on output is due to a
simple income e¤ect: higher taxes make the household poorer. It therefore
�consumes�less leisure, increasing labor supply and output.

5.3 Market power and welfare

One would usually think that, if some agents have market power, an increase
in this market power will increase the welfare of these agents. We shall now
use the imperfectly competitive model of section 5:4:4 and �nd a surprising
negative relation between workers�market power in the labor market and
their welfare.
So we will consider the model of section 5:4:4, taking Gt = Tt = 0,

since government is not involved in the results. Workers-consumers work Lt,
consume C1t and C2t+1, and their utility function is (formula 32):

Ut = LogC1t + �LogC2t+1 � � (Lt)

Their �rst period budget constraint is:

PtC1t +Mt = WtLt +�t

where Mt is monetary savings. Let us recall that the demand function for
labor is:

Lt = �tP
�1=(1��)
t

It has elasticity �1= (1� �), so that 1=� can be taken as an index of the
market power of workers on the labor market.

5.3.1 Questions

1. Give the value of employment in the imperfectly competitive equilib-
rium.

2. Compute the utility of workers.

3. Show that workers�welfare is inversely related to their market power,
i.e.:

@Ut
@�

> 0
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5.3.2 Solution

1. Employment

We actually already derived the level of employment in the imperfectly com-
petitive equilibrium (formula 72 in chapter 5). Since we assumed Gt = Tt = 0
this yields:

F (Lt)�
0 (Lt) = �� (1 + �)F 0(Lt) (5.26)

2. The utility of workers

We saw in chapter 5 (formula 66) that a �rst order condition of the worker-
consumer�s program is:

Mt = �PtC1t (5.27)

Recall the �rst period budget constraint:

PtC1t +Mt = WtLt +�t (5.28)

Combining (27) and (28) we obtain �rst period consumption and money
savings:

C1t =
WtLt +�t
(1 + �)Pt

=
Yt
1 + �

Mt =
�PtYt
1 + �

(5.29)

and second period consumption:

C2t+1 =
Mt

Pt+1
=

�

1 + �

PtYt
Pt+1

(5.30)

Inserting this into the workers�utility function, we �nd that it is equal,
up to unimportant constants, to:

Ut = (1 + �)LogYt � � (Lt) (5.31)

3. Market power and utility

Replacing Yt by F (Lt) the workers�utility (31) becomes:

Ut = (1 + �)LogF (Lt)� � (Lt) (5.32)

We want to know how this utility depends on �. So we compute:

@Ut
@�

=
@Ut
@Lt

@Lt
@�

(5.33)
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Di¤erentiating (26) we �nd:

@Lt
@�

> 0 (5.34)

Now di¤erentiating (32) we obtain:

@Ut
@Lt

=
(1 + �)F 0 (Lt)

F (Lt)
� �0 (Lt) (5.35)

and combining with (26):

@Ut
@Lt

= (1� ��)
(1 + �)F 0 (Lt)

F (Lt)
> 0 (5.36)

So combining (33), (34) and (36) we �nd that:

@Ut
@�

> 0 (5.37)

More market power on the labor market is actually detrimental to workers
as a whole.
A �rst element of explanation for that paradoxical result is that workers

are also shareholders in this model, so some of what they win as workers is
lost as shareholders.
But this is not enough, since one can �nd a similar paradox for some values

of the parameters when workers and shareholders are explicitly separated
(Bénassy, 2002b). To give intuition, one should portray the production sector
as a multitude of small identical �rms. More market power in one �rm will
bene�t this particular �rm, notably by allowing it to raise its price. But this
price rise increases the general price level, thus creating somehow a negative
e¤ect on the other agents (and workers). For a high level of market power
these negative e¤ects are preponderant, and we have the paradox.



Chapter 6

Uncertainty and Financial
Assets

6.1 The curse of early information revelation

Many people would naturally believe that early information about �states of
nature� is a good thing, because it somehow reduces uncertainty. We shall
now describe an insightful model due to Hirshleifer (1971), where early reve-
lation of information is actually detrimental because it destroys the potential
mutual insurance possibilities that exist when the information about states
of nature world is not yet revealed.
The economy has only one �physical�good and two states of nature, in-

dexed 1 and 2. To make the exposition more compact, we shall call �good 1�
and �good 2�the �contingent goods�delivered respectively in states 1 and
2.
There are two agents, X and Y , who consume x1 and x2, and y1 and y2

in the two states of nature. The utilities of X and Y are respectively:

�Logx1 + (1� �)Logx2

�Logy1 + (1� �)Logy2

where � is the probability of state 1, and 1 � � the probability of state 2.
Finally the initial endowments of the two agents are:

�x1 = a �x2 = 1� a a < 1

�y1 = 1� a �y2 = a

37
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6.1.1 Questions

1. Assume that the state of nature is not known in the �rst period. There
is a �contingent goods�market where the agents can exchange good 1
against good 2. Call p the market price of good 2 in terms of good 1.
(a) Compute the equilibrium value of p, and (b) compute the expected
utilities of the two agents.

2. Assume now that agents learn in the �rst period which state of nature
will occur in the second period. What will be the transactions on the
contingent market? Compute the expected utilities of the two agents.

3. Compare the expected utilities in the two cases. Interpret.

6.1.2 Solution

1. Equilibrium with unknown state of nature

Agent X solves the following problem:

Max �Logx1 + (1� �)Logx2 s.t.

x1 + px2 = a+ p (1� a)

which yields:

x1 = � [a+ p (1� a)] x2 =
(1� �) [a+ p (1� a)]

p
(6.1)

Symmetrically agent Y solves the problem:

Max �Logy1 + (1� �)Logy2 s.t.

y1 + py2 = 1� a+ ap

which yields:

y1 = � (1� a+ ap) y2 =
(1� �) (1� a+ ap)

p
(6.2)

The equilibrium price is given by the condition x1 + y1 = 1 or, equivalently,
x2 + y2 = 1. These yield the equilibrium price:

p =
1� �

�
(6.3)
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Inserting (3) into (1) and (2) we �nd the consumptions of X and Y :

x1 = x2 = (1� a) (1� �) + a� (6.4)

y1 = y2 = a (1� �) + � (1� a) (6.5)

We may note that each agent consumes the same quantity in both states of
nature and is thus fully insured. This is due notably to the fact that the
aggregate endowment is the same in both states. From (4) and (5) we can
compute the expected utilities of X and Y :

UX = Log [(1� a) (1� �) + a�] (6.6)

UY = Log [a (1� �) + � (1� a)] (6.7)

2. Equilibrium with known state of nature

If agents know the state in advance, then the market for contingent claims is
idle, and the agents will therefore consume their endowments. Consequently
the expected utilities are:

VX = �Loga+ (1� �)Log (1� a) (6.8)

VY = �Log (1� a) + (1� �)Loga (6.9)

3. A comparison

We shall now show that UX > VX and UY > VY . Let us start with X:

UX � VX = Log [(1� a) (1� �) + a�]� �Loga� (1� �)Log (1� a) (6.10)

We �rst note that:

For all �, UX � VX = 0 for a = 1=2: (6.11)

Now we compute:

@ (UX � VX)

@a
=

� (1� �) (2a� 1)
a (1� a) [(1� a) (1� �) + a�]

(6.12)

Combining (11) and (12) we �nd that UX > VX when a 6= 1=2. A similar
calculation shows that UY > VY when a 6= 1=2.
As we indicated above, the cause of this striking result is that, as long as

agents do not know the state of nature, there is an active insurance market
through which both agents insure their consumptions. If the state is known
in advance, there is no uncertainty, no scope for insurance and each agent
remains stuck with his endowment, which is suboptimal.
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6.2 Actuarial fairness and insurance

An agent has an income Y and faces the risk of an accident, which has a
probability �. In case where the accident occurs he makes a loss L < Y . Now
he can subscribe an insurance scheme through which he can get a payment
I in case of accident, by paying an insurance premium equal to pI. As a
consequence his �nal consumption is equal to:

C = Y � pI

if no accident occurs and:

C = Y � L+ I � pI

if the accident occurs. The agent evaluates his expected utility using a Von
Neumann-Morgenstern utility function U (C) strictly concave in its argu-
ment.

6.2.1 Questions

1. Compute the demand of insurance I as a function of p.

2. One says that the insurance is actuarially fair if p = �. What is the
demand for insurance in that case?

6.2.2 Solution

1. The demand for insurance

The agent will maximize expected utility, i.e.:

�U (Y � L+ I � pI) + (1� �)U (Y � pI) (6.13)

The �rst order condition with respect to I is:

� (1� p)U 0 (Y � L+ I � pI)� p (1� �)U 0 (Y � pI) = 0 (6.14)

We see that I < L if p > � and I > L if p < �.

2. Insurance under actuarial fairness

If p = �, i.e. if insurance is actuarially fair, then I = L. The agent chooses
to fully insure his potential loss.
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6.3 Self protection and insurance

We consider the same framework as in problem 6:2 but now we assume that
the representative agent can in�uence the probability of an accident by paying
a �self protection cost�x. In that case his income is Y �x and the probability
of accident � (x), with �0 (x) < 0 and �00 (x) > 0.

6.3.1 Questions

1. Characterize the values of x and I at the social optimum. Show that
if ��0 (0) > 1=L it is optimal to have a positive value of x.

2. Show that this optimum can be attained if x is observable and the insur-
ance company can make the individual insurance premium conditional
on the value of self protection x.

3. We now assume that the insurance company cannot observe x; and
therefore that the premium is independent of x. What is the equilib-
rium value of x? Is the equilibrium e¢ cient? Why?

6.3.2 Solution

1. The social optimum

To �nd the social optimum we maximize expected utility with respect to I
and x:

� (x)U [Y � x� L+ I � � (x) I] + [1� � (x)]U [Y � x� � (x) I] (6.15)

Maximize �rst with respect to I. The �rst order condition is:

� (x) [1� � (x)]U 0 [Y � x� L+ I � � (x) I] =

� (x) [1� � (x)]U 0 [Y � x� � (x) I] (6.16)

This yields I = L. Inserting this into (15) we have to maximize in x:

U [Y � x� � (x)L] (6.17)

The optimality condition is:

1 + �0 (x)L � 0 (6.18)

with equality if x > 0. So, in view of the convexity of �, if ��0 (0) > 1=L the
optimal value of x will be strictly positive.
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2. An optimal market outcome

If the insurance market is competitive, the premium level will be brought
down to � (x). Agents will internalize this relation between their level of self
protection and their premium, and therefore will maximize:

� (x)U [Y � x� L+ I � � (x) I] + [1� � (x)]U [Y � x� � (x) I] (6.19)

This is exactly the same maximand as in (15) above, and therefore the social
optimum will be achieved.

3. Unobservability and ine¢ ciency

If x cannot be observed, then for each agent the premium p is independent
of x, so he maximizes in I and x:

� (x)U (Y � x� L+ I � pI) + [1� � (x)]U (Y � x� pI) (6.20)

The �rst order condition with respect to I is:

� (x) (1� p)U 0 (Y � x� L+ I � pI)� p [1� � (x)]U 0 (Y � x� pI) (6.21)

and that with respect to x:

�0 (x)U (Y � x� L+ I � pI)� �0 (x)U (Y � x� pI)

�� (x)U 0 (Y � x� L+ I � pI)� [1� � (x)]U 0 (Y � x� pI) � 0 (6.22)

with equality if x > 0. Now if the insurance market is competitive we shall
have ex-post:

p = � (x) (6.23)

Inserting (23) into (21) we �nd:

I = L (6.24)

Inserting this into (20) the maximand becomes:

U(Y � x� pL) (6.25)

The maximizing value of x is:
x = 0 (6.26)

The agent does not carry any self protection, because it would cost himmoney
without bringing any advantage in terms of reduced insurance premiums. We
have an ine¢ cient situation since the optimal value of x is given by equation
(18).
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6.4 Pricing of a risky asset under nonexpected
utility

In section 6:6 we showed how to price a risky asset with the traditional
�expected utility�. We shall now extend the result to a framework of �non-
expected utility�, where notably the coe¢ cients of risk aversion and intertem-
poral substitutability are clearly disentangled.
We assume that agents consume C0 in the �rst period, and Cs in the

second, where s denotes states of nature. They maximize the following utility:

C1��0 + �
�
E
�
C1�s

��(1��)=(1�)
The agent receives an exogenous income Y0 in the �rst period, and in the

second period a random income which takes the value Ys in state of nature
s:

As in section 6:6:3 the risky security we consider gives a payment Zs in
the state of nature s, with:

Zs =
Ys=Y0

E (Ys=Y0)

So the payment is proportional to the random income, but has an ex-
pected value of 1:

6.4.1 Questions

1. Denote as QR the price of this risky asset, and A the quantity of assets
bought by the agents in the �rst period. Write the �rst and second
period budget constraints, and the program of utility maximization.

2. Write the �rst order conditions. Because of the symmetry of the prob-
lem, at equilibrium A = 0. Deduce the price QR of the risky asset

3. We now assume that Log (Ys=Y0) is a normal variable with mean �Y
and variance �2Y . Using formula (58) in chapter 6, compute the price
of the risky asset.

4. Comparing with the price of a safe asset in section 6:7:3, compute the
risk premium.
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6.4.2 Solution

1. Utility maximization

If the agent buys an amount A of the asset, his budget constraints are:

C0 = Y0 �QRA (6.27)

Cs = Ys +A
Ys=Y0

E (Ys=Y0)
(6.28)

and so the household will maximize:

(Y0 �QRA)1�� + �

"
E

�
Ys +

AYs=Y0
E (Ys=Y0)

�1�#(1��)=(1�)
(6.29)

2. The �rst order conditions and asset price

Take the �rst order conditions with respect to A, and set A = 0 because the
solution will be symmetric. We �nd:

QR = �

"
E

�
Ys
Y0

�1�#(��)=(1�)
E

"
1

E (Ys=Y0)

�
Ys
Y0

�1�#
(6.30)

3. Asset price: the lognormal case

To compute the value of QR we use formula (58) in chapter 6, which gives
the moments of lognormal variables. Applying it to equation (30), and since
Log (Ys=Y0) is normal with mean �Y and variance �

2
Y , we obtain the price of

the risky assset:

QR = � exp

�
���Y +

(� � � � )�2Y
2

�
(6.31)

4 The risk premium

We found in chapter 6 (formula 81) that the price QB of a safe bond is:

QB = � exp

�
���Y +

(� � � + )�2Y
2

�
(6.32)

Comparing QR and QB (equations 31 and 32), we �nd that:

QB
QS

= exp
�
�2Y

�
(6.33)
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We note that the risk premium has an expression very similar to that obtained
in the case of a traditional expected utility function (formula 64 in chapter
6), but formula (33) now makes clear that it is the risk aversion , and not
the intertemporal substitutability, that matters here.
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Chapter 7

The Ramsey Model

7.1 Explicit dynamics: government spending

Households have an intertemporal logarithmic utility function:

U =
X
t

�tLogCt

Firms have a Cobb-Douglas production function:

Yt = AK�
t L

1��
t

Capital depreciates fully in one period, so that:

Kt+1 = It

We further assume that the government wants to carry public spending
Gt in the amount:

Gt = �Yt

These government expenses are �nanced by a lump sum tax Tt = Gt.

7.1.1 Questions

1. Write the �rst order conditions of the household.

2. Compute consumption and investment.

47
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7.1.2 Solution

1. The �rst order conditions

The household maximizes utility:

U =
X
t

�tLogCt (7.1)

subject to the budget constraints:

Ct +Kt+1 = RtKt + !tLt � Tt (7.2)

The Lagrangian is:X
t

�t fLogCt + �t [RtKt + !tLt � Tt � Ct �Kt+1]g (7.3)

The �rst order conditions in Ct and Kt yield:

1

Ct
= �t (7.4)

�t = �Rt+1�t+1 (7.5)

Now in view of the Cobb-Douglas utility function:

Rt+1 =
�Yt+1
Kt+1

=
�Yt+1
It

(7.6)

Combining (4), (5) and (6) we obtain:

It
Ct
= ��

Yt+1
Ct+1

(7.7)

2. Equilibrium consumption and investment

Now we have the accounting identity:

Yt = Ct + It +Gt (7.8)

with:
Gt = �Yt (7.9)

Inserting (8) and (9) into (7), we obtain the dynamic equation:

It
Ct
=

��

1� �
+

��

1� �

It+1
Ct+1

(7.10)
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Integrating forward we �nd:

It
Ct
=

��

1� � � ��
(7.11)

So we have:
It
��

=
Ct

1� � � ��
=
It + Ct
1� �

= Yt (7.12)

So the values of consumption and investment are:

Ct = (1� � � ��)Yt (7.13)

It = ��Yt (7.14)

7.2 Explicit dynamics: distortionary taxation

We take the same model as in problem 7:1, but we now assume that Gt is
�nanced by a proportional tax on all components of income Yt:

Gt = �Yt

The budget is balanced, so that � = �:

7.2.1 Questions

1. Compute the dynamics of the economy.

2. What is the e¤ect of distortionary taxation on investment?

7.2.2 Solution

1. The dynamics of consumption and investment

The problem is similar to that of problem 7:1, but the budget constraint of
the consumer is now:

Ct +Kt+1 = (1� �) (RtKt + !tLt) (7.15)

with � = �. Maximizing the utility function (1) subject to the budget con-
straints (15) yields the following equation, which replaces (7):

It
Ct
= �� (1� �)

Yt+1
Ct+1

= �� (1� �)
Yt+1
Ct+1

(7.16)

Combining with (8) and (9), this yields the dynamic equation in It=Ct:

It
Ct
= �� + ��

It+1
Ct+1

(7.17)
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2. Distortionary taxation and investment

Integrating (17) forward we obtain:

It
Ct
=

��

1� ��
(7.18)

and so:
It
��

=
Ct

1� ��
= It + Ct = (1� �)Yt (7.19)

from which we deduce consumption and investment:

Ct = (1� ��) (1� �)Yt (7.20)

It = �� (1� �)Yt (7.21)

Comparing formulas (14) and (21), we see that distortionary taxation reduces
investment.

7.3 Labor versus capital taxation

Distortionary taxes are levied proportionally on labor and capital income.
We assume here that these tax rates are constant in time, and denote them
� ` and � k respectively. Government spending is a given fraction of national
income:

Gt = �Yt

We shall compute the optimal � ` and � k associated to �. We assume a
Cobb-Douglas production function and hundred percent depreciation:

Yt = AK�
t L

1��
t

Kt+1 = It

The utility function is logarithmic:

U =
X

�tLogCt

We �nally assume that the government budget is balanced in each period.
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7.3.1 Questions

1. Derive the �rst order conditions.

2. Compute consumption and investment as a function of income and the
tax rates.

3. Find the optimal tax rates � ` and � k.

7.3.2 Solution

1. First order conditions

Households maximize their intertemporal utility subject to their successive
budget constraints, i.e.:

Maximize
X

�tLogCt s.t.

Ct +Kt+1 = (1� � `)!tLt + (1� � k)RtKt

where Rt, the rate of return on capital, is equal to:

Rt =
�Yt
Kt

(7.22)

The �rst order conditions yield the following equation, which replaces (7)
and (16):

It
Ct
= �� (1� � k)

Yt+1
Ct+1

(7.23)

Combining with Yt = Ct + It +Gt and Gt = �Yt we obtain:

It
Ct
=

��

1� �
(1� � k) +

��

1� �
(1� � k)

It+1
Ct+1

(7.24)

2. Consumption and investment

Equation (24) can be integrated forward provided:

�� (1� � k) < 1� � (7.25)

and it yields:
It
Ct
=

�� (1� � k)

1� � � �� (1� � k)
(7.26)

So:
It

�� (1� � k)
=

Ct
1� � � �� (1� � k)

=
It + Ct
1� �

= Yt (7.27)
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We therefore have consumption and investment:

Ct = [1� � � �� (1� � k)]Yt (7.28)

Kt+1 = It = �� (1� � k)Yt (7.29)

3. Optimal taxes

From the law of evolution of capital (29), and the production function Yt =
AK�

t L
1��
t , we deduce that, up to a constant:

LogKt =
1� �t

1� �
Log [�� (1� � k)] + �tLogK0 (7.30)

Now the government wants to maximize:X
�tLogCt =

X
�t fLog [1� � � �� (1� � k)] + LogYtg (7.31)

which becomes, in view of the Cobb-Douglas production function:X
�t fLog [1� � � �� (1� � k)] + �LogKtg (7.32)

Let us insert (30) into (32), omitting the irrelevant terms in K0. This gives
the maximand:X

�t
�
Log [1� � � �� (1� � k)] + �

1� �t

1� �
Log [�� (1� � k)]

�
(7.33)

which is equal to:

Log [1� � � �� (1� � k)]

1� �
+

��

(1� �) (1� ��)
Log [�� (1� � k)] (7.34)

Di¤erentiating with respect to � k we �nd:

� k = � (7.35)

Now the government�s �nancing constraint is:

Gt = � `!tLt + � kRtKt (7.36)

We further have:
Gt = �Yt (7.37)

and:
Yt = RtKt + !tLt (7.38)

These last four equations yield:

� ` = � (7.39)



Chapter 8

Overlapping Generations

8.1 Generalized golden rules

We shall now investigate a generalization of the �golden rule�, based on a
criterion due to Samuelson (1967, 1968), which consists in weighting the
utilities of the various generations by some �social rate of discount��. So
the utility criterion, as viewed from period s, will be:

1X
t=s�1

�t [U (c1t) + �U (c2t+1)] � < 1

The sum starts with period s�1 since the old member of that generation
is still alive in period s. We may note that maximizing the utility of the
representative household, as we did for �nding the golden rule, somehow
boils down to taking the particular case � = 1.
The per worker production function is still:

yt = f (kt)

and the equation of goods market balance:

c1t +
c2t
1 + n

+ (1 + n) kt+1 = f (kt) + (1� �) kt

8.1.1 Questions

1. Derive the �rst order conditions that characterize the dynamic equilib-
rium of this economy.

2. Compute the steady state value of the gross real interest rate. Compare
with the value that we found in section 8:4 :
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8.1.2 Solution

1. First order conditions

We maximize the in�nite sum of utilities:
1X

t=s�1
�t [U (c1t) + �U (c2t+1)] � < 1 (8.1)

subject to the sequence of constraints:

c1t +
c2t
1 + n

+ (1 + n) kt+1 = f (kt) + (1� �) kt 8t (8.2)

Call �t�t the Lagrange multiplier of constraint (2). The �rst order conditions
are:

U 0 (c1t) = �t (8.3)

�U 0 (c2t+1) =
��t+1
1 + n

(8.4)

(1 + n)�t = ��t+1 [1� � + f 0 (kt+1)] = ��t+1Rt+1 (8.5)

Combining (3), (4) and (5), we �nd a �rst condition for optimality:

U 0 (c1t) = �Rt+1U
0 (c2t+1) (8.6)

We may note that we already encountered this condition (equation 32 in
chapter 8). This condition does not depend on the discount rate �. A second
condition is obtained by eliminating �t between conditions (3) and (4):

�U 0 (c2t) =
�

1 + n
U 0 (c1t) (8.7)

Clearly, in view of (7), the parameter �, somehow the relative weight
between generations, will in�uence consumptions and capital accumulation.

2. Interest rate and the generalized golden rule

In steady state the consumptions per head are constant, so U 0 (c2t) = U 0 (c2t+1),
and combining equations (6) and (7) we obtain the �generalized golden rule�
condition:

Rt = R̂ =
1 + n

�
(8.8)

So we see that a lower �, i.e. a lower weight on future generations, will
increase the rate of interest, and therefore decrease the level of capital, an
intuitive result.
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8.2 Taxation and capital accumulation

We will show that the way taxes are collected a¤ects capital accumulation
in an OLG economy. Assume that households have the following utility
function:

LogC1 + �LogC2

They receive an exogenous real income Y when young. They can invest
an amount of capital K, which will give them an income AK in the second
period. The government spends G, which is entirely �nanced by lump sum
taxes.

8.2.1 Questions

1. Assume that government taxes young households lump sum by an
amount T1 = G. What is the level of capital accumulation?

2. Assume that government taxes old households lump sum by an amount
T2 = G. What is the level of capital accumulation?

3. Compare the answers in (1) and (2).

8.2.2 Solution

1. Taxing the young and capital accumulation

The young household solves:

Maximize LogC1 + �LogC2 s.t.

C1 +K = Y � T1

C2 = AK

The solution is:

K =
� (Y � T1)

1 + �
=
� (Y �G)

1 + �
(8.9)

2. Taxing the old and capital accumulation

The young household solves:
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Maximize LogC1 + �LogC2 s.t.

C1 +K = Y

C2 = AK � T2

The solution is:

K =
�AY + T2
(1 + �)A

=
�AY +G

(1 + �)A
(8.10)

3. A comparison

We note that taxes T2 have a positive e¤ect on capital accumulation instead
of a negative one for T1.

8.3 Labor versus capital taxation

As in problem 7:3 we shall study proportional distortionary taxation in order
to see which of capital or labor income should preferably be taxed. Again
we assume a Cobb-Douglas production function and hundred percent depre-
ciation:

Yt = AK�
t L

1��
t

Kt+1 = It

but instead of Ramsey consumers we have an OLG structure with constant
population where generation t has the utility function:

Ut = LogC1t + �LogC2t+1

The government maximizes the discounted sum of utilities:X
�tUt =

X
�t (LogC1t + �LogC2t+1)

Government spending is a given fraction of national income:

Gt = �Yt

Government taxes labor and capital income at the constant rates � ` and
� k, so that total taxes are equal to:

Tt = � `!tLt + � kRtKt
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We �nally assume that the government budget is balanced period by
period:

Tt = Gt

8.3.1 Questions

1. Compute the dynamics of this economy

2. Find the optimal tax rates � ` and � k

3. The results are di¤erent from those of problem 7:3. Compute the opti-
mal and market rates of savings and interpret this di¤erence.

8.3.2 Solution

1. Dynamics

Household�s labor income is taxed at the rate � ` in the �rst period of its life,
capital returns at the rate � k in the second period. So the program of the
representative household is:

Maximize LogC1t + �LogC2t+1 s.t.

C1t + St = (1� � `)!tLt

C2t+1 = Rt+1 (1� � k)St

The solution is:
C1t =

1

1 + �
(1� � `)!tLt (8.11)

St =
�

1 + �
(1� � `)!tLt (8.12)

Since the value of the wage bill !tLt is (1� �)Yt, equations (11) and (12)
give us the following values:

C1t =
1

1 + �
(1� � `) (1� �)Yt (8.13)

It = Kt+1 =
�

1 + �
(1� � `) (1� �)Yt (8.14)

Now the equilibrium on the goods market yields:

C1t + C2t + It +Gt = Yt (8.15)
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Combining (13), (14) and (15) with Gt = �Yt, we obtain:

C2t = [1� � � (1� � `) (1� �)]Yt (8.16)

Finally equilibrium of the government budget entails:

Gt = � `!tLt + � kRtKt = � ` (1� �)Yt + � k�Yt (8.17)

or, since Gt = �Yt:
� = (1� �) � ` + �� k (8.18)

2. The optimal tax rates

The government maximizes the intertemporal utility:X
�t (LogC1t + �LogC2t+1) (8.19)

The maximand (19) can actually be rewritten:X
�t
�
LogC1t +

�

�
LogC2t

�
(8.20)

Inserting (13) and (16) into (20), and eliminating some irrelevant constants,
we obtain the following maximand:X

�t
�
Log (1� � `) +

�

�
Log [1� � � (1� � `) (1� �)]

+

�
1 +

�

�

�
�LogKt

�
(8.21)

where, up to a constant, capital evolves according to:

LogKt+1 =
�

1 + �
(1� � `) (1� �) + �LogKt (8.22)

Solving equation (22) in Kt yields:

LogKt =
1� �t

1� �
Log

�
�

1 + �
(1� � `) (1� �)

�
+ �tLogK0 (8.23)

Insert (23) into (21). Eliminating irrelevant constants, the maximand
(21) becomes:X

�t
�
Log (1� � `) +

�

�
Log [1� � � (1� � `) (1� �)]

�
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+
X

�t
�
�

�
1 +

�

�

�
1� �t

1� �
Log (1� � `)

�
(8.24)

Summing the in�nite sums and simplifying, we obtain:

1 + ��

(1� �)(1� ��)
Log (1� � `) +

�Log [1� � � (1� �) (1� � `)]

� (1� �)
(8.25)

Maximizing (25) with respect to � ` yields the optimal tax on labor:

� ` = 1�
� (1 + ��) (1� �)

(1� �) (�+ �)
(8.26)

Combining (26) with (18) gives the optimal tax rate on capital:

� k = 1�
� (1� ��) (1� �)

� (�+ �)
(8.27)

3. E¢ cient vs market savings and taxation

Formulas (26) and (27) can also be rewritten:

� ` = � +
1� �

(1� �) (�+ �)
[� (1� �)� �� (1 + �)] (8.28)

� k = � +
1� �

� (�+ �)
[�� (1 + �)� � (1� �)] (8.29)

These formulas can be interpreted by comparing the optimum and market
savings rate. Indeed call st = St=Yt the savings rate. The optimum savings
rate in the economy with no government spending is:

st = �� (8.30)

On the other hand the market savings rate is:

st =
� (1� �)

1 + �
(8.31)

Since the tax on wages in�uences negatively accumulation, the di¤erence
between the optimum � ` and � will be a positive function of the discrepancy
between the optimum and market rate of savings, which is what formula (28)
actually shows.
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Chapter 9

Endogenous Growth

9.1 The AK model in continuous time

We shall study here the AK model (section 9:2) in continuous time. The
production function is the same:

Yt = AKt

Capital depreciates at the rate �, so that capital evolves as:

_Kt = It � �Kt

The households maximize the following intertemporal utility, where �
is the continuous discount rate and 1=� is the intertemporal elasticity of
substitution (the logarithmic utility in section 9:2 corresponds to � = 1):Z 1

0

e��t
C1��t � 1
1� �

dt

under the feasibility constraint:

Ct + It = AKt

9.1.1 Questions

1. Derive the �rst order conditions of the household�s intertemporal max-
imization program.

2. Compute the rate of growth of the economy.
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9.1.2 Solution

1. The �rst order conditions

The maximization program of the household is:

Maximize
Z 1

0

e��t
C1��t � 1
1� �

dt s.t.

_Kt = It � �Kt = AKt � Ct � �Kt

The Hamiltonian of this program is:

Ht =
C1��t � 1
1� �

+ �t (AKt � Ct � �Kt) (9.1)

The �rst order conditions for Ct and Kt are respectively:

�t = C��t (9.2)

_�t = ��t �
@H
@Kt

= ��t � �t (A� �) (9.3)

2. The growth rate

Combining equations (2) and (3), we �nd the rate of growth of consumption
(and of the economy):

_Ct
Ct
=
A� � � �

�
(9.4)

9.2 Endogenous growth with physical and hu-
man capital

We shall consider here an endogenous growth model with two accumulated
factors, physical and human capital (Uzawa, 1965, Lucas, 1988). We denote
by Kt and Ht the amounts of physical and human capital available at the
beginning of period t.
The production functions for output Yt and �human capital goods�Xt

are, respectively:

Yt = AYK
�
Y tH

1��
Y t
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Xt = AXK
�
XtH

1��
Xt

where KY t is the amount of physical capital devoted to the production of
output, and so on. Of course we have:

KY t +KXt = Kt HY t +HXt = Ht

Output Yt is divided between consumption Ct and investment It, while the
production of human capital goods Xt can only be used to increase the stock
of human capital. To simplify the computations, we assume that physical
and human capital fully depreciate in each period, so that:

Kt+1 = It Ht+1 = Xt

Households maximize the expected value of their discounted intertempo-
ral utility: X

t

�tLogCt

subject to the budget constraints:

Ct + It +QtHt+1 = RtKt + !tHt

where Kt and Ht are accumulated physical and human capital, Qt is the real
price of human capital and Rt is the gross real return on physical capital. To
keep the model simple, we assume that the labor market is competitive.

9.2.1 Questions

1. Show that the dynamic equilibrium of the economy is characterized by:

KY t

Kt

=
HY t

Ht

= 1� � + ��

KXt

Kt

=
HXt

Ht

= � (1� �)

Ct =
1� �

1� � + ��
Yt

Kt+1 =
��

1� � + ��
Yt
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2. Going to logarithms, denoted by lowercase letters, show that the growth
rates of physical and human capital are given by:

kt+1 � kt = LogAY � (1� �) (kt � ht) + Log (��)

ht+1 � ht = LogAX + � (kt � ht) + Log [� (1� �)]

3. Compute the steady state rate of growth.

9.2.2 Solution

1. The dynamic equilibrium

Firms Output �rms maximizes real pro�ts Yt�RtKY t� !tHY t subject to
the production function Yt = AYK

�
Y tH

1��
Y t . The �rst-order conditions can be

written in the following form, which makes particularly clear the distribution
of incomes:

!tHY t = (1� �)Yt (9.5)

RtKY t = �Yt (9.6)

We will need below a simple expression for the rate of return on in-
vestment Rt and the real wage !t. Let us �rst recall the de�nition of the
aggregates:

Kt = KY t +KXt (9.7)

Ht = HY t +HXt (9.8)

From equation (6) we �nd that the real return on capital is equal to

Rt =
�Yt
KY t

(9.9)

Similarly, using equation (5), we obtain the real wage:

!t =
(1� �)Yt
HY t

(9.10)

Let us now perform the same calculations for the �rms producing human
capital:

Rt =
�QtXt

KXt

(9.11)
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!t =
(1� �)QtXt

HXt

(9.12)

Putting together (9) and (11), (12) and (14), we obtain the following
expressions for the return on capital Rt and the real wage !t:

Rt =
�Yt
KY t

=
�QtXt

KXt

=
�(Yt +QtXt)

Kt

(9.13)

!t =
(1� �)Yt
HY t

=
(1� �)QtXt

HXt

=
(1� �) (Yt +QtXt)

Ht

(9.14)

Households The program of a household (we omit any index since every-
thing is symmetrical) is simply to maximize its expected utility subject to
the sequence of its budget constraints, i.e.:

Maximize
X
t

�tLogCt s.t.

Ct +Kt+1 +QtHt+1 = RtKt + !tHt

The �rst-order conditions for this program are

1

Ct
= �Et

�
Rt+1
Ct+1

�
(9.15)

Qt
Ct
= �Et

�
!t+1
Ct+1

�
(9.16)

Dynamic equilibrium Now combine (15) and (16) with the expressions
for Rt and !t found in (13) and (14), and use Kt+1 = It and Ht+1 = Xt to
�nd:

It
Ct
= ��Et

�
Yt+1 +Qt+1Xt+1

Ct+1

�
(9.17)

QtXt

Ct
= (1� �) �Et

�
Yt+1 +Qt+1Xt+1

Ct+1

�
(9.18)

Summing these two relations, we obtain

It +QtXt

Ct
= �Et

�
Yt+1 +Qt+1Xt+1

Ct+1

�
(9.19)

which, using Yt = Ct + It, solves as
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It +QtXt

Ct
=

�

1� �
(9.20)

What formula (20) tells us is that the total value of investment (physical
and human capital) is equal to � times the value of total income:

It +QtXt = � (Yt +QtXt) (9.21)

Let us now insert (20) back into (17). We obtain

It
Ct
=

��

1� �
(9.22)

Combining (22) with Yt = Ct + It, we obtain the values of Ct and It
(question 1):

Ct =
1� �

1� � + ��
Yt (9.23)

Kt+1 = It =
��

1� � + ��
Yt (9.24)

From (20) and (22) we compute the ratio:

QtXt

Yt
=

(1� �) �

1� � + ��
(9.25)

From (13) and (14) we obtain:

KY t

Kt

=
HY t

Ht

=
PtYt

PtYt +QtXt

(9.26)

KXt

Kt

=
HXt

Ht

=
QtXt

PtYt +QtXt

(9.27)

Inserting (25) into (26) and (27), we obtain the relative proportions of
physical and human capital in both sectors (question 1):

KY t

Kt

=
HY t

Ht

= 1� � + �� (9.28)

KXt

Kt

=
HXt

Ht

= � (1� �) (9.29)
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2. Dynamics and the growth rate

We can now, with the help of formulas above, study the dynamics of the
model. Insert �rst (28) and (29) into the production functions to obtain the
current productions of physical goods and human capital:

Yt = AYK
�
Y tH

1��
Y t = [1� � (1� �)]AYK

�
t H

1��
t (9.30)

Xt = AXK
�
XtH

1��
Xt = [� (1� �)]AXK

�
t H

1��
t (9.31)

We next proceed to logarithms, denoting aY = LogAY and aX = LogAX :

yt = aY + �kt + (1� �)ht + log [1� � (1� �)] (9.32)

xt = aX + �kt + (1� �)ht + log [� (1� �)] (9.33)

Using equation (24) in logarithms, and the equality ht+1 = xt, we obtain
the level of accumulated factors in the next period:

kt+1 = aY + �kt + (1� �)ht + log (��) (9.34)

ht+1 = aX + �kt + (1� �)ht + log [� (1� �)] (9.35)

from which we deduce the rates of growth of each factor:

kt+1 � kt = aY � (1� �) (kt � ht) + log (��) (9.36)

ht+1 � ht = aX + � (kt � ht) + log [� (1� �)] (9.37)

3. Steady state growth

The rates of growth in (36) and (37) depend on the initial ratio of factors in
the economy. The �endogenous growth�aspect shows up particularly well if
we consider the �composite factor��kt + (1� �)ht. We �nd indeed that

�kt+1 + (1� �)ht+1 = �kt + (1� �)ht + �aY + (1� �) aX

+�log (��) + (1� �) log [� (1� �)] (9.38)

From formula (38), in steady state physical and human capital will grow
at the same rate given by (in logarithms):

g = �aY + (1� �) aX + log� + �log�+ (1� �) log (1� �) (9.39)
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9.3 The Romer model: continuous time

We shall present a simple version of the Romer (1990) model in continuous
time. Households are in�nitely lived and endowed with a constant aggregate
�ow of labor �. They consume Ct and maximize discounted utility:Z 1

0

e��tLogCtdt

The �production function�in the research sector becomes in continuous
time:

_Nt
Nt
= aHt

and the budget constraint of households is:

Ct + vt _Nt = !t� + �tNt

The rest of the model is the same as in section 9:4.

9.3.1 Questions

1. Compute the intertemporal market equilibrium.

2. Compute the intertemporal optimum and compare it with the market
equilibrium

9.3.2 Solution

1. The market equilibrium

Since both the market solution and the social optimum will be symmetric
in the various intermediates j, we shall from the start give the equilibrium
relations without mentioning the corresponding indexes.
There are actually a number of equilibrium equations that are the same

as in the model of section 9:4. So we repeat equations (25), (26), (27), (28),
(32) and (33) from chapter 9:

pt =
!t
�

(9.40)

pt = N �
t (9.41)
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vt =
!t
aNt

if _Nt > 0 (9.42)

�t =
(1� �)ptLt

Nt
(9.43)

Ct = Yt = N �
t Lt (9.44)

Lt +Ht = � (9.45)

plus the continuous time equation giving the rate of growth in the number
of patents:

_Nt
Nt
= aHt (9.46)

Now we have to derive the optimal choices of the households, who can
choose between either consuming now, or accumulating new patents via a
positive _Nt. Their optimization program is written :

Maximize
Z 1

0

e��tLogCtdt s.t.

Ct + vt _Nt = !t� + �tNt

The Hamiltonian for this program is:

Ht = LogCt + �t

�
!t� + �tNt � Ct

vt

�
(9.47)

for which the �rst order conditions are:

1

Ct
=
�t
vt

(9.48)

_�t = ��t �
�t�t
vt

(9.49)

Eliminating �t we �nd:

_Ct
Ct
=
�t
vt
+
_vt
vt
� � (9.50)

a condition analogue to the �traditional�formula _Ct=Ct = rt � �, since the
return on patents includes the capital gains _vt=vt.
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Equations (40-46) and (50) fully de�ne the dynamics of the economy.
Combining them we obtain the dynamic equation giving the evolution of Lt:

_Lt
Lt
=
aLt
�
� a�� � (9.51)

Since the coe¢ cient of Lt in (51) is positive, the dynamics is determinate,
and the economy settles immediately to a steady state with constant Lt,
which is thus given by:

Lt =
� (a� + �)

a
(9.52)

Combining (40), (45), (46) and (52), we �nally obtain the (constant) rate
of growth gt:

gt = �max [0; a(1� �)�� ��] (9.53)

We note that the rate of growth is an increasing function of the monop-
olistic markup 1=�.

2. The intertemporal optimum and a comparison

Computation of the intertemporal optimum will actually be easier than that
of the market solution. Indeed all the planner has to do is to choose which
quantity of labor Xt will be devoted to the production of intermediate goods,
the rest, � �Xt, being devoted to research. Since Ct = N �

t Xt, the program
of the �social planner�is:

Max
Z 1

0

e��tLog (N �
t Xt) s.t.

_Nt
Nt
= a (��Xt)

To have a concave program, let us use as a variable nt = LogNt. The
above program becomes:

Max
Z 1

0

e��t (�nt + LogXt) s.t.

_nt = a (��Xt)

The current value Hamiltonian for this program is :

Hc
t = �nt + LogXt + �ta(��Xt) (9.54)
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The �rst order conditions are:

1

Xt

= a�t (9.55)

_�t = ��t � � (9.56)

Combining these two equations, we obtain the following dynamic equation
for Xt:

_Xt

Xt

= a�Xt � � (9.57)

Here again the economy settles to a steady state with a constantXt, equal
to:

Xt =
�

a�
(9.58)

from which we deduce the optimal rate of growth g�t :

g�t = max (0; �a�� �) (9.59)

Looking �rst at formulas (53) and (59), we see that there is no a priori
ranking between gt and g�t : the amount of research, and accordingly the
growth rate, can be too high or too low.
But formulas (53) and (59) also allow us to understand a result often

found in the literature, according to which the amount of research is �too
low�. Indeed we saw in section 3 that the use of a �traditional�production
function (equation 43 in chapter 9) was equivalent to taking � = 1=� � 1.
Inserting this value into formulas (53) and (59) we obtain:

gt =
1� �

�
max [0; a(1� �)�� ��] (9.60)

g�t =
1

�
max [0; a(1� �)�� ��] (9.61)

which makes clear that, under the �traditional�speci�cation of the produc-
tion function, the market rate of growth is systematically lower than the
socially optimal one.
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9.4 Productivity increases with a delay

We consider the model of section 9:5 in chapter 9, but instead of assuming
that productivity increases occur in the period where research labor is spent
(formula 50 in chapter 9):

hit = 	

�
qit
�qt�1

�
we assume that productivity increases take place in the next period:

hit = 	

�
qit+1
�qt

�
All other assumptions are the same.

9.4.1 Questions

1. Derive the �rst order conditions of the �rm and household

2. Derive the equation giving the growth rate of productivity for a given
number N of intermediates. How does it compare to that in section
9:5 (equation 63)?

9.4.2 Solution

1. First order conditions

The �rms producing the �nal good maximize pro�ts:

N

�
1

N

Z N

0

x�it

�1=�
�

NX
i=1

pitxit (9.62)

Maximization in xit yields the demand for intermediate i:

xit =
Xt

N
(pit)

�1=(1��) (9.63)

Now the �rms producing the intermediate goods maximize discounted
pro�ts:

Maximize pitxit � !t`it �Rt
!t�1
Pt�1

	

�
qit
�qt�1

�
s.t.

xit = qit`it
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xit =
Xt

Nt
(pit)

�1=(1��)

Note that research expenses, being made at period t� 1, are counted at
period t� 1 prices, and then multiplied by the gross real rate Rt.
Maximization in pit yields the traditional �markup�equation:

pit =
!t
�qit

(9.64)

Inserting this into the above program, the maximand becomes:

(1� �)
Xt

Nt

�
!t
�Pt

���=(1��)
q
�=(1��)
it �Rt

!t�1
Pt�1

	

�
qit
�qt�1

�
(9.65)

The �rst order condition on qit is:

�
Xt

Nt

�
!t
�Pt

���=(1��)
q
�=(1��)�1
it = Rt

1

�qt�1

!t�1
Pt�1

	0
�
qit
�qt�1

�
(9.66)

We see that all sectors will choose the same level of productivity:

qit = qt = �qt (9.67)

So from equation (64), !t = �Ptqt, !t�1 = �Pt�1qt�1 and equation (66)
simpli�es as:

Xt

qtNt
= Rt	

0
�

qt
qt�1

�
(9.68)

Let us denote:

Gt =
qt
qt�1

(9.69)

The above relation is rewritten:

Xt

qtNt
= Rt	

0 (Gt) (9.70)

Now households�utility maximization yields the usual Euler equation:

Ct = �RtCt�1 (9.71)

so that:
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Rt =
Ct

�Ct�1
=
Gt
�

(9.72)

and therefore (70) becomes:

Xt

qtNt
=
Gt
�
	0 (Gt) (9.73)

2. The growth rate of productivity

The condition of equilibrium on the labor market is written:

	(Gt) +
Xt

qtNt
=
�

Nt
(9.74)

So, combining (73) and (74), we �nd the following equation giving the
rate of technical progress:

	(Gt) +
Gt
�
	0 (Gt) =

�

Nt
(9.75)

We see that the only di¤erence with formula (63) in chapter 9 is the
addition of the discount rate �, which is quite natural in view of the one
period delay in the e¤ects of research. We can also compute from (75):

@Gt
@�

> 0 (9.76)

The growth rate depends positively on �, as one would naturally expect.



Chapter 10

Competitive Business Cycles

10.1 Alternative shocks: government

We shall now introduce a di¤erent shock, a government spending shock, into
the simple model of section 10:3. The utility function is the same:X

t

�t [LogCt � � (Lt)]

and so is the production function:

Yt = AtK
�
t L

1��
t

We introduce government, which levies taxes Tt in real terms, and pur-
chases a stochastic amount of goods Gt. As a result the budget constraint of
the household is now:

Ct + It = !tLt +RtKt � Tt

We shall assume:

Gt = �tCt

where �t � 0 is a stochastic variable. Finally equilibrium on the goods market
is now written:

Ct + It +Gt = Yt

The rest of the model is exactly the same as in section 10:3.

75
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10.1.1 Questions

1. Compute consumption and investment as a function of output and the
government shock �t.

2. Compute the employment level as a function of the government shock.

10.1.2 Solutions

1. Consumption and investment

The �rst order conditions for the �rm and household are the same as in
chapter 10, sections 10:2 and 10:3 (equations 10; 11, 12, 16, 17):

�t =
1

Ct
(10.1)

�0 (Lt) = �t!t (10.2)

�t = �Et (�t+1Rt+1) (10.3)

!tLt = (1� �)Yt (10.4)

RtKt = �Yt (10.5)

Combining them we �nd:

It
Ct
= ��Et

�
Yt+1
Ct+1

�
= ��Et

��
1 + �t+1

��
+ ��Et

�
It+1
Ct+1

�

= �� (1 + �0) + ��Et

�
It+1
Ct+1

�
(10.6)

where �0 = E (�t). Equation (6) solves as:

It
Ct
=
�� (1 + �0)

1� ��
(10.7)

We thus have:

It
�� (1 + �0)

=
Ct

1� ��
=

Gt
(1� ��) �t

=

Yt
�� (1 + �0) + (1� ��) (1 + �t)

(10.8)
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so that:

It =
�� (1 + �0)

�� (1 + �0) + (1� ��) (1 + �t)
Yt (10.9)

Ct =
(1� ��)

�� (1 + �0) + (1� ��) (1 + �t)
Yt (10.10)

Gt =
(1� ��) �t

�� (1 + �0) + (1� ��) (1 + �t)
Yt (10.11)

2. Employment

Now, combining (1), (2), (4) and (10) we obtain the equilibrium level of
employment:

Lt�
0 (Lt) = (1� �)

Yt
Ct
=

1� �

1� ��
[�� (1 + �0) + (1� ��) (1 + �t)] (10.12)

We see that the quantity of labor depends positively on the shock �t. We
note that for �t = �0 = 0, we obtain the formulas of section 10:3.

10.2 Alternative shocks: households

We consider again the model of section 10:3, but we shall now introduce
shocks on the propensity to consume and on the disutility of work. So the
utility function becomes:X

�t [�tLogCt � �t� (Lt)]

where �t is a demand shock and �t is a labor supply shock. The rest of the
model is exactly the same as in chapter 10, section 10:3.

10.2.1 Questions

1. Derive the market equilibrium, and compute the optimal consumption
and investment as a function of the shocks �t and �t.

2. Characterize the equilibrium quantity of labor. How does it react to
shocks?
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10.2.2 Solutions

1. Consumption and investment

The �rst order conditions for the �rm are unchanged from problem 10:1. As
for the household, they become:

�t =
�t
Ct

(10.13)

�t�
0 (Lt) = �t!t (10.14)

�t = �Et (�t+1Rt+1) (10.15)

Combining them we �nd:

�tIt
Ct

= ��Et

�
�t+1Yt+1
Ct+1

�
= ��Et�t+1 + ��Et

�
�t+1It+1
Ct+1

�

= ���0 + ��Et

�
�t+1It+1
Ct+1

�
(10.16)

which solves as:

�tIt
Ct

=
���0
1� ��

(10.17)

We thus have:

It
���0

=
Ct

(1� ��)�t
=

Yt
���0 + (1� ��)�t

(10.18)

so that:

It =
���0

���0 + (1� ��)�t
Yt (10.19)

Ct =
(1� ��)�t

���0 + (1� ��)�t
Yt (10.20)
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2. Equilibrium employment

Now, combining (20) with conditions (4) and (14) we obtain:

Lt�
0 (Lt) = (1� �)

�t
�t

Yt
Ct
=

(1� �)
���0 + (1� ��)�t

(1� ��) �t
(10.21)

We see that the quantity of labor now depends on the two shocks �t and
�t.

10.3 Incomplete capital depreciation

We will solve here the model of section 10:4, due to Hercowitz and Sampson
(1991). As compared with the standard RBC model, the essential change is
that we replace the traditional equation depicting the evolution of capital:

Kt+1 = (1� �)Kt + It 0 < � � 1
by the following loglinear approximation:

Kt+1 = �K
1��
t I�t ; 0 < � � 1

The production function is still:

Yt = AtK
�
t L

1��
t

and the household�s budget constraint:

Ct + It = !tLt + �tKt

where �t denotes the marginal productivity of capital. The household maxi-
mizes the expectation of its utility:

E0
X
t

�t [LogCt � � (Lt)]

10.3.1 Questions

1. Give the �rst order conditions.

2. Compute the ratios of consumption and investment to output.

3. Compute the level of employment.
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10.3.2 Solution

1. The �rst order conditions

Households maximize their utility subject to their budget constraints and
the equation of accumulation of capital. The corresponding Lagrangean is
the expected value of:X

t

�t [LogCt � � (Lt)] +
X
t

�t�t
�
�K1��

t I�t �Kt+1

�
+
X
t

�t�t [!tLt + �tKt � Ct � It] (10.22)

The �rst-order conditions for consumption, investment, capital and labor
yield:

�t =
1

Ct
(10.23)

�t = ���tK
1��
t I��1t (10.24)

�t = �Et
�
�t+1�t+1 + (1� �) �K��

t+1I
�
t+1�t+1

�
(10.25)

�0 (Lt) = �t!t (10.26)

From the �rm�s side we have the following conditions:

�tKt = �Yt (10.27)

!tLt = (1� �)Yt (10.28)

2. Equilibrium consumption and investment

Combining the above we obtain

It
Ct
= ���Et

�
Yt+1
Ct+1

�
+ � (1� �)Et

�
It+1
Ct+1

�

= ��� + [��� + � (1� �)]Et

�
It+1
Ct+1

�
(10.29)

which solves as:
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It
Ct
=

���

1� � (1� � + ��)
(10.30)

So:

Ct =
1� � (1� � + ��)

1� � + ��
Yt (10.31)

It =
���

1� � + ��
Yt (10.32)

3. Employment

Finally, equations (23), (26), (28) and (31) yield a constant Walrasian quan-
tity of labor L, now given by

L�0(L) =
(1� �) (1� � + ��)

1� � + �� � ���
(10.33)

10.4 A RBC model with generations

We will study and solve analytically a simple model with generations where,
as in reality, investment and consumption can react quite di¤erently to pro-
ductivity shocks. The model is adapted from Hu¤man (1995), who studies
the more general case where agents have a positive probability of death.
We assume that the population grows at the rate n, and the supply of

labor also grows at the rate n. Each generation of households lives forever,
works only in the �rst period of its life, and consumes in all periods by
saving under the form of capital. The household of generation � has a utility
function:

1X
t=�

�tLogCt

which it maximizes subject to the budget constraints:

Ct +Kt+1 = !tLt t = �

Ct +Kt+1 = RtKt t > �

Finally the production function is Cobb-Douglas:

Yt = AtK
�
t L

1��
t
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10.4.1 Questions

1. Compute the values of consumption and investment as functions of
capital and output.

2. Show how consumption and investment respond to technology shocks.

10.4.2 Solution

1. Consumption and investment

The households maximize intertemporal utility subject to the various budget
constraints. The corresponding Lagrangean is the expected value of:

�� [LogC� + �� (!�L� � C� �K�+1)]

1X
t=�+1

�t [LogCt + �t (RtKt � Ct �Kt+1)] (10.34)

and the �rst order conditions:

1

Ct
= �t 8t � � (10.35)

�t = �Et (�t+1Rt+1) 8t � � (10.36)

From the budget constraint we get:

Rt =
Ct +Kt+1

Kt

(10.37)

so that the �rst order condition (36) is rewritten:

Kt+1

Ct
= �Et

�
Ct+1 +Kt+2

Ct+1

�
(10.38)

which solves as:

Kt+1

Ct
=

�

1� �
(10.39)

We see that all households, whether their income comes from wages or
capital, have a propensity to consume equal to 1 � �. Since total income,
including undepreciated capital, is equal to Yt + (1� �)Kt, we �nd that
consumption, next period�s capital and investment are given by:
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Ct = (1� �) [Yt + (1� �)Kt] (10.40)

Kt+1 = � [Yt + (1� �)Kt] (10.41)

It = �Yt � (1� � + ��)Kt (10.42)

2. The response to technological shocks

Now let us recall the production function:

Yt = AtK
�
t L

1��
t (10.43)

Inserting (43) into (40), (41) and (42), we express the above values as a
function of shocks:

Kt+1 = �
�
AtK

�
t L

1��
t + (1� �)Kt

�
(10.44)

Ct = (1� �)
�
AtK

�
t L

1��
t + (1� �)Kt

�
(10.45)

It = �AtK
�
t L

1��
t � (1� � + ��)Kt (10.46)

To solve completely the model (which we shall not do because it becomes
quite tedious), one can �rst solve the dynamics of capital using equation (44),
and then insert it into equations (43), (45) and (46) to obtain the dynamics
of output, consumption and investment.

10.5 ARBCmodel with autocorrelated shocks

We shall study here the model of appendix 10:2, but, instead of assuming
that technology shocks are i.i.d. white noises, we shall assume that they are
autocorrelated:

at =
"t

1� �L

Except for that change, the rest of the model is exactly the same.
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10.5.1 Questions

1. Following the same method as in appendix 10:2, derive a dynamic equa-
tion linking successive values of capital.

2. Conjecture a solution for capital dynamics of the form:

kt+1 = �kt + �at

Compute the new values of � and �, and compare them to the values
found in appendix 10:2.

10.5.2 Solution

1. The dynamics of capital

In appendix 10:2 we derived the dynamic equation for capital in the case
� = 0. A number of equations are actually still valid when � > 0, notably
equations (102), (111) and (116). Loglinearizing and combining them we
�nd:

�Etct+1 = �ct + ���Et [at+1 � (1� �) kt+1] (10.47)

kt+1 =
1

�
kt + (� � �) ct + �at (10.48)

with, as in appendix 10:2:

� =
1� � + ��

��
(10.49)

We combine the two equations (47) and (48) to obtain a single dynamic
equation in capital:

(1 + � + �) kt+1 � �Etkt+2 � kt =

��at � ��Etat+1 +
�

1� �
Etat+1 (10.50)

with:

� =
��2� (� � �) (1� �)

�
> 0 (10.51)

Because the productivity shock at is autoregressive, we have:
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Etat+1 = �at (10.52)

Inserting this into (50) we obtain:

(1 + � + �) kt+1 � �Etkt+2 � kt =

�
�� (1� �) +

��

1� �

�
at (10.53)

2. The autoregressive root and the impact of technology shocks

As in appendix 10:2 we conjecture a solution of the form:

kt+1 = �kt + �at (10.54)

Iterating (54) and taking the expectation as of t, we obtain:

Etkt+2 = �2kt + ��at + �Etat+1 (10.55)

Insert (52), (54) and (55) into (53). We obtain:�
� (1 + � + �)� ��2 � 1

�
kt

+

�
� (1 + � + �)� ���� ���� �� (1� �)� ��

1� �

�
at = 0 (10.56)

Equating to zero the term in kt, we �nd that � is a root of the character-
istic polynomial:

	(�) = ��2 � (1 + � + �)�+ 1 = 0 (10.57)

We see that the autoregressive root � is solution of the same equation as
in appendix 10:2 (equation 107), and is thus in particular independent of �.
Now we shall see that the coe¢ cient of impact of technology shocks � does
depend on �. Indeed equating to zero the term in at yields:

(1 + � + � � ��� ��)� = �� (1� �) +
��

1� �
(10.58)

which, using (57), can be rewritten:

(1� ���)� = ��� (1� �) +
���

1� �
(10.59)

and � thus depends on the autocorrelation � of technology shocks. For � = 0
equation (59) simpli�es to the much simpler expression � = ��� that we
obtained in appendix 10:2 (equation 108).
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Chapter 11

Money

11.1 OLG money, in�ation and determinacy

In section 11:3 we derived condition (6) for local determinacy in the OLG
monetary model. We treated the case of a constant quantity of money M ,
and now we want to see how the conditions for equilibrium existence and
determinacy are modi�ed when government engineers money growth. More
precisely we assume that the government engineers a rate of growth X of
money:

Mt

Mt�1
= X

This is achieved by giving in period t a lump sum amount of money
(X � 1)Mt�1 to the young household. Consequently its intertemporal budget
constraint is:

ptc1t + pt+1c2t+1 = pty1 + pt+1y2 + (X � 1)Mt�1

11.1.1 Questions

1. Derive the consumption functions for the young and old households, as
well as the dynamic equation relating successive prices.

2. Find the new condition for local determinacy. How does it relate to
the coe¢ cient of monetary expansion?
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11.1.2 Solution

1. Consumptions functions and dynamics

The young household�s propensity to consume is 1= (1 + �), so its consump-
tion function is:

ptc1t =
1

1 + �
[pty1 + pt+1y2 + (X � 1)Mt�1] (11.1)

The old household spends the quantity of money Mt�1 saved from period
t� 1 plus the value of his endowment, so its consumption function is:

ptc2t =Mt�1 + pty2 (11.2)

Equilibrium on the goods market is written:

ptc1t + ptc2t = pty1 + pty2 (11.3)

which, using equations (1) and (2), yields the dynamic equation in prices:

pt+1y2 + (X + �)Mt�1 = �pty1 (11.4)

2. Local determinacy

Since money is growing at a constant rate, we actually want to study the
dynamics of pt=Mt. We have:

Mt+1

Mt

=
Mt

Mt�1
= X (11.5)

Combining equations (4) and (5) we obtain the dynamics of pt=Mt:

pt
Mt

=
Xy2
�y1

pt+1
Mt+1

+
X + �

X�y1
(11.6)

The condition for local determinacy and a positive long run equilibrium price
is now that the coe¢ cient of pt+1=Mt+1 in equation (6) be smaller than 1,
i.e.:

Xy2
�y1

< 1 (11.7)

We see that a large money expansion makes local determinacy more prob-
lematic.
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11.2 Naive versus rational expectations in the
monetary OLG model

We want to compare the dynamics of a monetary OLG economy under two
alternative expectations schemes, rational expectations and naive expecta-
tions. For that we shall consider the same model as in problem 4:1 above.
This is an OLG monetary model where households have the following utility
function:

Ut =
C1��t+1

1� �
� L1+�t

1 + �
� > 0 � > 0

As we saw (problem 4:1) the current price Pt and expected future price
P et+1 are related by:

M

Pt
=

�
M

P et+1

�(1��)=(1+�)
11.2.1 Questions

1. We �rst assume rational expectations:

P et+1 = Pt+1

Is the dynamics locally determinate? globally determinate?

2. We now assume naive expectations:

P et+1 = Pt�1

Is the dynamics stable? How does it compare to rational expectations?

11.2.2 Solution

1. Rational expectations and determinacy

In the rational expectations case P et+1 = Pt+1 yields:

M

Pt
=

�
M

Pt+1

�(1��)=(1+�)
(11.8)

We have two long run equilibria: a monetary equilibrium with M=Pt =
1, and one where money is valueless, with M=Pt = 0. It is easy to see
graphically that the monetary equilibrium is locally determinate, but globally
indeterminate.
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2. Naive expectations and dynamic stability

Under the naive expectations scheme P et+1 = Pt�1 yields:

M

Pt
=

�
M

Pt�1

�(1��)=(1+�)
(11.9)

The dynamics always converges towards the monetary equilibrium. So
we see that somehow money is more �robust�under naive expectations than
under rational expectations.

11.3 The money process and the nominal in-
terest rate

Assume that output is exogenous and households have the following utility
function, which generalizes the one in section 11:4:3.

V

�
Ct;

Mt

Pt

�
= U (Ct) +$Log

�
Mt

Pt

�

11.3.1 Questions

1. Give the dynamic equilibrium equations.

2. Compute the current price Pt as a function of current and future money
supplies.

3. Compute the equilibrium nominal interest rate as a function of current
and future money supplies.

11.3.2 Solution

1. The dynamic equilibrium

The households maximize discounted intertemporal utility:X
t

�t
�
U (Ct) +$Log

�
Mt

Pt

��
(11.10)

subject to the budget constraints:

Ct +
Mt

Pt
+
Bt
Pt
= Yt � Tt +

Mt�1

Pt
+
(1 + it�1)Bt�1

Pt
(11.11)
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Denote as �t the Lagrange multiplier associated to the budget constraint
(11). The �rst order conditions on Ct; Bt and Mt are respectively:

�t = U 0 (Ct) (11.12)

�t
Pt
= � (1 + it)Et

�
�t+1
Pt+1

�
(11.13)

�t
Pt
=

$

Mt

+ �Et

�
�t+1
Pt+1

�
(11.14)

Combining (12) and (14) we obtain the dynamic equation:

U 0 (Ct)

Pt
=

$

Mt

+ �Et

�
U 0 (Ct+1)

Pt+1

�
(11.15)

2. Price determination

Equation (15) is solved forward as:

U 0 (Ct)

Pt
= $

1X
j=0

�jEt

�
1

Mt+j

�
(11.16)

Since Ct is equal to Yt, which is exogenous, equation (16) gives the value of
current price as a function of all money supplies Mt+j, j � 0.

3. The nominal interest rate

Combining (12), (13) and (14), we obtain:

1 + it
it

=
MtU

0 (Ct)

$Pt
(11.17)

which, combined with (16), gives us the �nal value of the nominal interest
rate:

1 + it
it

=

1X
j=0

�jEt

�
Mt

Mt+j

�
(11.18)

We note that this expression is actually the same as the one with logarithmic
utility.
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11.4 A synthesis between MIUF and CIA

If we compare the cash in advance (CIA) and money in the utility function
(MIUF) formalizations of money, each one has advantages and shortcomings.
The money in the utility function allows more general formulations, and

in particular enables us to have a demand for money which is responsive to
the interest rate.
The cash in advance formulation, on the other hand, represents better

the idea that money is necessary to facilitate transactions, since money must
be held before the transactions actually take place.
We shall study here a model (Carlstrom and Fuerst, 2001), which is as

general as the MIUF model, but where the transaction facilitating aspect of
money appears better since, as in the CIA model, the money which yields
utility must be held before transactions take place.
As in the MIUF model the agents maximize a utility function including

the services of money: X
t

�tV

�
Ct;

Mt

Pt

�
The rest of the theory looks more like the CIA story. Denote as 
t the

amount of �nancial assets at the beginning of period t. In a �rst stage the
household visits the bonds market where it shares its wealth 
t between
money and bonds:

Mt +Bt = 
t

The quantity of money Mt is the one which is taken into account in the
utility function above. In a second stage the household consumes and receives
various incomes, so that its wealth at the beginning of period t+ 1 is:


t+1 = (1 + it) 
t � itMt � PtCt + PtYt � PtTt

11.4.1 Questions

1. Derive the intertemporal �rst order conditions of the household.

2. Write for this model the equation corresponding to equation (16) in
chapter 11.

3. Derive the demand for money for:

V

�
Ct;

Mt

Pt

�
=

1

1� �

"
C1��t +$

�
Mt

Pt

�1��#
� � 0
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11.4.2 Solution

1. Households��rst order conditions

Households maximize their discounted utility:

X
t

�tV

�
Ct;

Mt

Pt

�
(11.19)

subject to the budget constraints:


t+1 = (1 + it) 
t � itMt � PtCt + PtYt � PtTt (11.20)

The Lagrangean is:

X
t

�tV

�
Ct;

Mt

Pt

�
+
X
t

�t�t

�
(1 + it)


t
Pt
� it

Mt

Pt
� Ct �


t+1
Pt

�
(11.21)

and the �rst order conditions, with respect to Ct, Mt and 
t:

Vct = �t (11.22)

Vmt = �tit (11.23)

�t
Pt
= �Et

�
(1 + it+1)

�t+1
Pt+1

�
(11.24)

2. A demand for money

Equations (22) and (33) yield:

Vmt
Vct

= it (11.25)

If we assume, as before, that V is homogeneous of degree one in its arguments,
equation (25) de�nes a �demand for money�of the form:

Mt

PtCt
=M (it) M0 < 0 (11.26)

We may note that the argument of the demand for money is it, and not
it= (1 + it) as in the traditional MIUF theory.
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3. A CES example

If we use the particular C.E.S. function above:

V

�
Ct;

Mt

Pt

�
=

1

1� �

"
C1��t +$

�
Mt

Pt

�1��#
� � 0 (11.27)

Then applying formula (25) yields a demand for money:

Mt

PtCt
=

�
it
$

��1=�
(11.28)



Chapter 12

Money and Cycles

12.1 Money and imperfect competition on goods
and labor markets

In section 12:3 we studied a dynamic monetary model with imperfect com-
petition on the goods market. We will now see whether and how the results
are modi�ed if we introduce imperfect competition on both goods and labor
markets.
As in section 12:3 we model imperfect competition on the goods market

via a Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) type framework. Output Yt is produced from a
continuum of di¤erentiated goods indexed by j 2 [0; 1]:

Yt =

�Z 1

0

Y �
jtdj

�1=�
Each �rm j has the same Cobb-Douglas technology as in chapter 12

(formula 1):

Yjt = AtL
1��
jt

where At is a common technological shock. We denote by Lt the total quan-
tity of labor used in the economy:

Lt =

Z 1

0

Ljtdj

Now we introduce imperfect competition on the labor market as well.
Symmetrically to what happens in the goods market, Lt is itself an aggregate
of a continuum of di¤erentiated labor types (Snower, 1982), indexed by i 2
[0; 1]:
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Lt =

�Z 1

0

L�itdi

�1=�
0 < � < 1

Households of type i set their wage Wit.

12.1.1 Questions

1. Derive the �rst order conditions for �rms and households.

2. Characterize the dynamic general equilibrium, and notably the employ-
ment level. What are the di¤erences with the competitive case? and
with the case where there is imperfect competition in the goods market
only?

12.1.2 Solution

1. First order conditions

The demand for goods and labor Let us denote as Pjt the price of
intermediate good j. Output producing �rms will choose the amounts Yjt so
as to minimize the cost of producing a given amount of �nal output Yt, i.e.
they will solve the following program:

Minimize
Z 1

0

PjtYjtdj s.t.

�Z 1

0

Y �
jtdj

�1=�
= Yt

The solution is:

Yjt = Yt

�
Pjt
Pt

��1=(1��)
(12.1)

where Pt is the traditional associated CES price index:

Pt =

�Z 1

0

P
��=(1��)
jt dj

��(1��)=�
(12.2)

Symmetrically if Wit is the wage of labor type i, the quantities Lit will
be the ones that minimize the cost of an aggregate amount of labor Lt, i.e.
they solve the following program:
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Minimize
Z 1

0

WitLitdi s.t.

�Z 1

0

L�itdi

�1=�
= Lt

The solution is:

Lit = Lt

�
Wit

Wt

��1=(1��)
(12.3)

with:

Wt =

�Z 1

0

W
��=(1��)
it di

��(1��)=�
(12.4)

Now that we have the demand function for goods j and labor types i we
can derive the optimal prices Pjt and wages Wit.

Price making The intermediate �rm j will choose its price Pjt so as to
maximize pro�ts subject to its production function and its demand curve,
i.e. it will solve the program:

Maximize PjtYjt �WtLjt s.t.

Yjt = AtL
1��
jt

Yjt = Yt

�
Pjt
Pt

��1=(1��)
The �rst order conditions yield:

WtLjt = (1� �) �PjtYjt (12.5)

or, suppressing the index j since the equilibrium will be symmetrical:

WtLt = (1� �) �PtYt (12.6)
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Wage determination Households of type i will choose the wageWit so as
to maximize utility subject to budget constraints and the demand for type i
labor, i.e. they will solve the program:

Maximize E

1X
t=0

�t
�
LogCit +$ Log

Mit

Pt
� �(Lit)

�
s.t.

PtCit +Mit = WitLit +�it +XtMit�1

Lit = Lt

�
Wit

Wt

��1=(1��)
Since the equilibrium will be symmetrical, we suppress the subindex i.

The �rst order conditions become:

1

Ct
= �t (12.7)

�0(Lt) = ��t
Wt

PtCt
(12.8)

�t =
$Pt
Mt

+ �Et

�
�t+1

Xt+1Pt
Pt+1

�
(12.9)

where we recall that:

Xt+1 =
Mt+1

Mt

(12.10)

2. The dynamic equilibrium

Combining (7), (9) and (10), we �nd the same demand for money as in the
competitive case:

Mt

PtCt
=

$

1� �
(12.11)

Now combining (6), (7) and (8), we �nd that Lt is constant and equal to
L, where:

L�0(L) = (1� �) �� (12.12)

So we see that, except for a lower equilibrium employment, the proper-
ties of this imperfectly competitive model are very similar to those of the
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corresponding Walrasian model (or the model with imperfect competition on
the goods market only), and notably money has little in�uence on the real
sphere.

12.2 Lucas�s signal extraction model

We will give here a simple computable version of Lucas�s famous 1972 model1.
The signal extraction problem will concern aggregate monetary shocks and
�local�population shocks.
The economy consists of many isolated subeconomies, �islands�, indexed

by j 2 [0; 1]. Each island j is a �Samuelsonian� (1958) overlapping gen-
erations economy. Generation t has Njt members, where Njt is an i.i.d.
stochastic variable. Households of generation t work Ljt when young and
consume Cjt+1 when old. The utility function of generation t households is:

Ujt = Cjt+1 �
L1+�jt

1 + �
� > 0

The technology is linear:

Yjt = NjtLjt

Households transfer wealth from one period to the next by holding money.
We assume that money holdings in island j, Mjt, are the same in all islands
and equal to Mt. Monetary shocks are the following: all individual money
holdings are multiplied between periods t �1 and t by a coe¢ cient Xt com-
mon to all islands, so that Mt evolves according to:

Mt = XtMt�1

We now describe the informational problem. As in Lucas (1972), it is
assumed that young agents j will not know the values of Njt and Xt until
period t+ 1. In period t they know Mt�1, Pjt and Ljt.
To have simple explicit solutions, we make particular assumptions about

the distributions of the stochastic variables Njt and Xt. Call njt and xt their
logarithms. We assume that these are independent normal variables. Money
increases xt have mean zero and variance �2x. Population njt has variance �

2
n

and mean �n = ��2n=2, so that total population is constant:

1This adaptation comes from Bénassy (1999). Earlier contributions with similar pur-
poses include Azariadis (1981), McCallum (1984), Hahm (1987) and Wallace (1992).
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E (Njt) = exp

�
�n +

�2n
2

�
= 1

12.2.1 Questions

1. Write the utility maximization program of agent j and derive his labor
supply.

2. Assume that agent j has a �price theory�:

Pjt =
Mt�1Z

1�
jt

�

where Zjt = Xt=Njt is observable by household j. Compute the equi-
librium on island j.

3. Compute the global equilibrium, and notably aggregate output and
price as a function of Xt.

4. Show that there is a positive relation between output and in�ation.

5. Show that the reaction of output to money is decreasing in the variance
of money shocks.

12.2.2 Solution

1. Labor supply

The intertemporal budget constraint of agents in island j is:

Cjt+1 =
Xt+1PjtLjt
Pjt+1

(12.13)

and the agent maximizes expected utility subject to this budget constraint,
i.e.:

Maximize EjtCjt+1 �
L1+�jt

1 + �
s.t.

Cjt+1 =
Xt+1PjtLjt
Pjt+1

where Ejt is the expectation conditional on information available on island
j. Maximizing in Ljt we �nd:

L�jt = Ejt

�
PjtXt+1

Pjt+1

�
(12.14)
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2. Equilibrium on an island

We shall now study market equilibrium for a particular island j. Old agents
have a quantity of money Mjt = Mt which they spend entirely. If young
agents supply a quantity of labor Ljt each, the condition of equilibrium for
goods on island j is simply:

NjtLjt = Yjt =
Mt

Pjt
=
XtMt�1

Pjt
(12.15)

So we see that, knowing Mt�1, Pjt and Ljt, young agents in island j know
Zjt = Xt=Njt; but not Xt and Njt separately.
In order to characterize the equilibrium in island j, we have to compute

the expectation in (14). For that we assume that agents on island j have the
following �conjecture�on prices:

Pjt =
Mt�1Z

1�
jt

�
(12.16)

where � and  are for the moment taken as parametric. Both values will
be deduced below from the assumption of rational expectations. Using (16),
the expectation in (14) can be written:

Ejt

�
PjtXt+1

Pjt+1

�
= Z1�jt Ejt

 
X
t+1N

1�
jt+1

Xt

!
(12.17)

To compute the expectation in (17), we have a �signal extraction�prob-
lem for Xt, similar to that in chapter 12, section 12:4, since only Xt=Njt is
observed, but not Xt.
Let us �rst note that Xt and Zjt = Xt=Njt are jointly lognormal, so that,

conditionally on zjt = Log Zjt, the variable xt = Log Xt is normal with mean
and variance (cf mathematical appendix, section A:7):

E(xt j zjt) = �zjt V ar(xt j zjt) = ��2n (12.18)

where:

� =
�2x

�2x + �2n
(12.19)

Secondly we know that, if the logarithm of a stochastic variable is normal
with mean � and variance �2, then the expected value of that variable is
equal to exp (�+ �2=2). Applying this formula to the various terms in (17),
we obtain:
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Ejt

�
PjtXt+1

Pjt+1

�
= �Z1���jt (12.20)

where:

� = exp

"
(1� )2 �2n + 2�2x + ��2n

2

#
(12.21)

Now insert the value obtained in (20) into (14). We �nd that the labor
supply of young households will be:

Ljt = �1=�Z
(1���)=�
jt (12.22)

The last step of the resolution is to determine the values of the parameters
 and � which will make the �price theory�(16) a rational one. For that we
insert the value of labor supply given by equation (22) into the equilibrium
equation (15). We obtain:

Pjt = ��1=�Mt�1Z
(�+�+�1)=�
jt (12.23)

Identi�cation of the two price equations (16) and (23) yields immediately:

� = �1=� (12.24)

and:

 =
1� �

1 + �
(12.25)

Inserting (24) and (25) into (15), (16) and (22), we �nally obtain the
values of labor, output and prices in island j:

Ljt = �1=�
�
Xt

Njt

�
(12.26)

Yjt = �1=�X
t N

1�
jt Pjt = ��1=�Mt�1

�
Xt

Njt

�1�
(12.27)

3. The global equilibrium

We can now move to the study of the whole economy by aggregating our
results for individual islands. Aggregating the values of local output and
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prices (equation 27) across all islands, we obtain average output per island
Yt and the aggregate price level Pt:

Yt = �1=�X
t

Z
j

N1�
jt Pt =

R
j
PjtYjt

Yt
=
Mt�1Xt

Yt
(12.28)

De�ne:

� = �1=� exp

�
(1� )2

�2n
2

�
(12.29)

We obtain the �nal expressions for aggregate output and price:

Yt = �X

t Pt =

Mt�1

�
X1�
t (12.30)

4. The output-in�ation relation

Let us denote by lowercase letters the logarithms of the corresponding upper-
case variables. Taking the logarithms of the expressions in (30), we obtain:

yt = xt + � (12.31)

�t = pt � pt�1 = (1� )xt + xt�1 (12.32)

where � = Log�. Equations (31) and (32) are similar to the linear relations
obtained in Lucas (1973). Now we can compute from equations (31) and (32)
the covariance between output yt and in�ation �t:

Cov(yt; �t) = (1� )�2x (12.33)

So, since 0 �  � 1 (formula 25), the output-in�ation correlation is positive,
as in Lucas (1972, 1973). As pointed out byWallace (1992) su¢ ciently strong
aggregate population shocks could make this correlation negative.

5. Money and output

Our analytical solution also allows to investigate analytically another em-
pirical regularity between money and output studied by Lucas (1973). It is
that, if one regresses yt on xt in various countries, the regression coe¢ cient
tends to approach zero when �2x becomes large. To check this, let us go back
to equation (31) above. The regression coe¢ cient of yt on xt will be equal to
, which, using formulas (25) and (19), is equal to:

 =
1� �

1 + �
=

�2n
(1 + �) (�2x + �2n)

(12.34)

This regression coe¢ cient is clearly decreasing in the variance of the
money shock �2x, and goes to zero when �

2
x becomes very large.
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12.3 Signal extraction: lump summoney trans-
fers

In section 12:4 of this chapter and in problem 12:2 we assumed, as in Lucas
(1972), that money injections are proportional to individual money holdings.
We shall now use the traditional assumption of lump sum money tranfers,
and see that the �positive� conclusions of the model turn out to be quite
similar.
All the main assumptions of the model are the same as in section 12:4:1,

and we do not repeat them here. The di¤erence is in the operation of mon-
etary policy. As in the model of section 12:4, aggregate money supply is
multiplied between periods t �1 and t by a coe¢ cient Xt:

Mt = XtMt�1

But now this money increase is carried out by making lump-sum money
transfers Tt to the old households (or taxing them if there is a decrease in
the aggregate quantity of money):

Tt = (Xt � 1)Mt�1

As a result the budget constraint for the old households in island j is:

Pt+1Cjt+1 = WjtLjt + Tt+1

We assume that young households j know only Mt�1 and some of the
�local�variables (Wjt; Ljt; Pjt; Yjt) but not Xt or Pt or �jt.

12.3.1 Questions

1. Write the utility maximization program of agent j and derive his labor
supply.

2. Assume that agent j has a �price theory�:

Pt =
Mt�1X

1�
t

�

Compute the equilibrium on island j.

3. Derive the full equilibrium, and notably aggregate output as a function
of Xt.
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4. Show that there is a positive relation between output and in�ation, and
that the reaction of output to money is decreasing in the variance of
money shocks.

12.3.2 Solution

1. Labor supply

The budget constraint above yields second period consumption in island j:

Cjt+1 =
WjtLjt + Tt+1

Pt+1
(12.35)

Households in island j maximize their expected utility:

EjtCjt+1 �
L1+�jt

1 + �
= Ejt

�
WjtLjt + Tt+1

Pt+1

�
�
L1+�jt

1 + �
(12.36)

where Ejt denotes an expectation based on information available in island j.
The �rst order condition in Ljt yields:

L�jt = WjtEjt

�
1

Pt+1

�
(12.37)

2. Equilibrium on an island

In order to compute the supply of labor in island j we need to compute
Ejt (1=Pt+1). As indicated above, the household holds a �price theory�, i.e.
it conjectures a relation of the form:

Pt =
Mt�1X

1�
t

�
(12.38)

where the parameters  and � will be determined below. In view of (38) the
expectation in (37) is rewritten:

Ejt

�
1

Pt+1

�
=

�

Mt�1
Ejt

�
1

Xt

�
Ejt

 
1

X1�
t+1

!
(12.39)

Since Xt+1 is lognormal, and its logarithm has mean zero and variance �2x we
have:

Ejt

 
1

X1�
t+1

!
= exp

"
(1� )2 �2x

2

#
= � (12.40)
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The point where signal extraction comes in is in the evaluation of Ejt (1=Xt).
Indeed let us recall equation (48) in chapter 12, which is still valid here:

WjtLjt = PjtYjt = �jtMt = �jtXtMt�1 (12.41)

Households in sector j observe the product �jtXt, but not �jt or Xt individ-
ually. Call � = �2x= (�

2
x + �2�). Going to logarithms and using the traditional

�signal extraction�formulas (mathematical appendix, section A:7), we �nd
that, conditional on the observation of xt + �jt, xt is a normal variable with
mean and variance:

E (xt j xt + �jt) = � (xt + �jt � ��) (12.42)

V ar (xt j xt + �jt) = ��2� (12.43)

so that:

Ejt

�
1

Xt

�
=

�
1

�jtXt

��
exp

�
��� +

��2�
2

�
(12.44)

Since E (�) = 1, �� + �2�=2 = 0, and formula (44) becomes:

Ejt

�
1

Xt

�
=

�
1

�jtXt

��
(12.45)

Putting (39), (40), and (45) together we obtain:

Ejt

�
1

Pt+1

�
=

��

Mt�1
(�jtXt)

�� (12.46)

Now combine (37) with (41) and (46). This yields:

Ljt =
�
�� (�jtXt)

1���1=(1+�) = Yjt (12.47)

3. Global equilibrium

Inserting this value of Ljt into the production function (formula 37 in chapter
12), and using formula (A.254) in the mathematical appendix, we obtain the
aggregate output:

Yt = (��)
1=(1+�) �(1��)=(1+�)X

(1��)=(1+�)
t (12.48)

with:

� = exp

�
�2�
2

�
(12.49)

We deduce the price level:
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Pt =
Mt

Yt
=
XtMt�1

Yt
= (��)�1=(1+�)Mt�1�

�(1��)=(1+�)X
1�(1��)=(1+�)
t (12.50)

Identifying (50) with the price formula (38), we �nd:

 =
1� �

1 + �
(12.51)

� = ��1=���(1��)=� (12.52)

Inserting these values into (47) and (48), we obtain the �nal values of
local employment and aggregate output.

Ljt = (��)
1=(1+�) (�jtXt)

 (12.53)

Yt = �X

t (12.54)

4. Money, output and in�ation

Let us go to logarithms (which are denoted by lowercase letters) and omit
irrelevant constants. Formula (54) becomes:

yt = xt (12.55)

Now prices are deduced from output through pt = mt � yt, so that:

pt = mt � xt (12.56)

and denoting as �t = pt � pt�1 the in�ation rate:

�t = (1� )xt + xt�1 (12.57)

Using equations (55), (56) and (57) we can now describe a number of
positive properties of our model.

The Phillips curve Let us begin with the in�ation-output correlation,
associated with the �Phillips curve�. Using formulas (55) and (57) the co-
variance between yt and �t is equal to (to simplify computations we assume
that the xt and at are i.i.d.):

Cov (yt; �t) =  (1� )�2x (12.58)

So we have a positive in�ation-output correlation. This corresponds to
the traditional �Phillips curve�.
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Output regressions Let us now investigate how much output reacts to
money expansions by regressing output yt on money increases xt. From
equation (55), this regression coe¢ cient is:

 =
1� �

1 + �
=

�2�
(1 + �) (�2x + �2�)

(12.59)

We see that, as was observed by Lucas (1973), the coe¢ cient of regression
of output on money increases is a decreasing function of the variance �2x of
these money increases.



Chapter 13

Nominal Rigidities and
Fluctuations

13.1 The Taylor model

We shall consider the Taylor model described in section 13:2, but instead of
assuming that the new wage xt is based on period t information, we shall
now assume (actually as in some initial Taylor models) that it is based on
period t� 1 information, so that formula (19) is replaced by:

xt = bEt�1 (wt +  `t) + dEt�1 (wt+1 +  `t+1)

Recall that the average wage wt is related to the xt�s by:

wt =
xt + xt�1

2

and that:

`t = mt � wt

Finally we assume that money follows a random walk:

mt �mt�1 = "t

13.1.1 Questions

1. Derive the dynamic equation governing the new wages xt.

2. Show that the autoregressive root is the same as when wages are based
on period t information.

109
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3. Compute the dynamics of the aggregate wage wt.

4. Compute the dynamics of employment.

13.1.2 Solution

1. The dynamics of new wages

Combining the four equations above we obtain the following dynamic equa-
tion:

cxt = bxt�1 + dEt�1xt+1 +
2 

1�  
mt�1 (13.1)

with:

c =
1 +  

1�  
> 1 (13.2)

We use the method of undetermined coe¢ cients and conjecture that the
solution is of the form:

xt = �xt�1 + �mt�1 (13.3)

Moving (3) one period forward, and taking the expectation as of t � 1, we
�nd:

Et�1xt+1 = �Et�1xt + �Et�1mt = �2xt�1 + �mt�1 + ��mt�1 (13.4)

Inserting (3), and (4) into (1) we �nd:

c�xt�1+c�mt�1 = bxt�1+d
�
�2xt�1 + �mt�1 + ��mt�1

�
+
2 

1�  
mt�1 (13.5)

2. The autoregressive root

Equating to zero the term in xt�1 we �nd that the autoregressive root � is a
root of the characteristic polynomial:

	(�) = d�2 � c�+ b = 0 (13.6)

We can compute:
	(0) = b > 0 (13.7)

	(1) = b+ d� c = 1� c < 0 (13.8)

so the autoregressive root � is between 0 and 1. We note that equation (6)
and equation (27) in chapter (13) are the same, so that the autoregressive
root � is the same in both cases.
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3. The aggregate wage

We can now compute the dynamics of wages. Equating to zero the term in
mt�1, and using (6) we �nd that:

� = 1� � (13.9)

Combining (3) and (9) with wt = (xt + xt�1) =2, we obtain the dynamics of
wages:

wt = �wt�1 + (1� �)
mt�1 +mt�2

2
(13.10)

4. Employment dynamics

Let us now move to the dynamics of employment. Combining (10) with
`t = mt � wt we �nd:

`t = mt � wt = mt � �wt�1 � (1� �)
mt�1 +mt�2

2

= � (mt�1 � wt�1) + (mt �mt�1) + (1� �)

�
mt�1 �mt�2

2

�
= �`t�1 + "t + (1� �)

"t�1
2

(13.11)

By repeated substitutions we �nally obtain:

`t = "t +
1 + �

2

1X
j=1

�j�1"t�j (13.12)

As in the case treated in section 13:2:4, although each wage contract lasts
only two periods, the e¤ects of a shock are much more long lived.

13.2 In�ation persistence

Consider the following �new Keynesian Phillips curve�:

�t = �Et�t+1 + �yt 0 < � < 1 � > 0

where �t = pt� pt�1 is in�ation. The logarithms of price, output and money
are pt, yt and mt. We assume these are related by:

mt = pt + yt
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13.2.1 Questions

1. Compute the dynamics of in�ation for:

mt �mt�1 = "t

where "t is a white noise.

2. Show that the response of in�ation to monetary shocks is autocorrelated
and derive the autoregressive root �.

13.2.2 Solution

1. The dynamics of in�ation

Consider the above Phillips curve, and replace yt by mt � pt:

�t = �Et�t+1 + � (mt � pt) (13.13)

Lag it one period:

�t�1 = �Et�1�t + � (mt�1 � pt�1) (13.14)

Subtract (14) from (13) and use mt �mt�1 = "t:

�t � �t�1 = �Et�t+1 � �Et�1�t + �"t � ��t (13.15)

We conjecture a solution of the form:

�t = ��t�1 + �"t (13.16)

Consequently:

Et�1�t = ��t�1 (13.17)

Now forward (16) one period:

�t+1 = ��t + �"t+1 (13.18)

and take the expectation as of time t:

Et�t+1 = ��t (13.19)

We insert (17) and (19) into (15):

�t � �t�1 = ���t � ���t�1 + �"t � ��t (13.20)
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Finally we replace in (20) �t by its conjectured value (16):

��t�1+�"t��t�1 = �� (��t�1 + �"t)����t�1+�"t�� (��t�1 + �"t) (13.21)

2. In�ation and autocorrelation

Equation (21) must be an identity for all values of �t�1 and "t. So �rst the
coe¢ cient of �t�1 must be equal to zero, which means that � is a root of the
characteristic polynomial:

	(�) = ��2 � (� + �+ 1)�+ 1 = 0 (13.22)

Secondly the coe¢ cient of "t is also equal to zero, which yields:

� =
�

1 + �� ��
(13.23)

Taking into account (22), (23) becomes:

� =
��

1� ��
(13.24)

We must �nally check that 0 < � < 1. This is indeed the case since:

	(0) = 1 	 (1) = �� (13.25)

and, combining (16) and (24), the �nal formula giving in�ation is:

�t = ��t�1 +
��

1� ��
"t

We can �nally compute how the autoregressive root � depends on the
�Phillips curve �parameter �:

@�

@�
= � �2

1� ��2
< 0 (13.26)

13.3 Disin�ation and the discount rate

In appendix 13:4 we study the e¤ects of a disin�ation, assuming to simplify
that the discount rate � = 1. We shall now study the same disin�ation
assuming � < 1. In order to compare it to the benchmark case of a �costless
disin�ation�of appendix 13:4 we assume that the disin�ation is implemented
and announced at time T = 1.
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Recall that with � < 1 the new prices xt are given by:

xt = (1� �)

1X
j=0

(�)j Etmt+j

and the aggregate price by:

pt = (1� )

1X
j=0

jxt�j

13.3.1 Questions

1. Compute the value of new contracts xt

2. Compute the value of the aggregate price pt and output yt.

3. Compare with the �benchmark�case � = 1.

13.3.2 Solution

1. The new price contracts

Before the announcement, i.e. for t < 1; money is expected to grow at the
rate �, so that:

Etmt+j = �(t+ j) 8j � 0 (13.27)

We insert this into the above formula giving xt:

xt = (1� �)
1X
j=0

(�)j Etmt+j = (1� �)
1X
j=0

(�)j �(t+ j) (13.28)

We now use the formula (A:255) in the mathematical appendix, according
to which:

1X
j=0

j (�)j =
�

(1� �)2
(13.29)

and, applied to (28), this yields:

xt = �t+
��

1� �
t < 1 (13.30)

Now after the announcement agents expect that money will always be equal
to zero, so that:

xt = 0 t � 1 (13.31)
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2. Aggregate price and output

We can now compute the aggregate price using the above formula:

pt = (1� )
1X
j=0

jxt�j (13.32)

We shall distinguish two cases: before and after the announcement.

Before the announcement Let us start with periods before the an-
nouncement, i.e. t < 1. Then we just insert (30) into (32), which yields:

pt = (1� )
1X
j=0

j
�
� (t� j) +

��

1� �

�
(13.33)

Using formula (A.255) in the mathematical appendix, we obtain the aggre-
gate price:

pt = �t� (1� �) �

(1� ) (1� �)
(13.34)

and output yt = mt � pt = �t� pt, i.e.:

yt =
(1� �) �

(1� ) (1� �)
(13.35)

After the announcement Let us nowmove to periods after the announce-
ment, i.e. t � 1. Inserting into (32) the values of xt in (30) and (31) this
yields:

pt = (1� )
1X
j=t

j
�
� (t� j) +

��

1� �

�
(13.36)

Using formula (A.256) in the mathematical appendix we obtain the values
of price and output:

pt = �
� (1� �) t+1

(1� ) (1� �)
(13.37)

yt =
� (1� �) t+1

(1� ) (1� �)
(13.38)
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3. A comparison

In the benchmark case where � = 1 output is always equal to zero, before
and after the announcement. This is related to the �natural rate property�
that we saw in section 13:6:3. But we also saw in this section that, with
� < 1, this property may not hold anymore. In the case studied here, using
formula (35) and the fact that in steady state � = �, we see that long run
in�ation and output are related by:

y =
(1� �) �

(1� ) (1� �)
(13.39)

and therefore the natural rate property does not hold.
The dynamics depicted by (38) represents a gradual move from a long run

equilibrium with y > 0 (formula 35) to a long run equilibrium with y = 0.
The higher , the more this adjustment is delayed.

13.4 Calvo and Calvo-Fischer contracts: com-
parative dynamics

We shall give an example, inspired from Ball (1994a), where the responses
to the same money shock under Calvo and Calvo-Fischer contracts are quite
di¤erent. The experiment is a one-step money increase announced in advance
as follows: we assume that money has been zero, and expected to be so in
the future, until date 0. At date zero it is announced that money will jump
from zero to one at some date T > 0, and stay there forever.

13.4.1 Questions

1. Compute the path of prices and output under Calvo contracts (as de-
scribed in section 13:4:3). Show that there is a slump until time T , and
then a boom.

2. Compute the path of prices and output under Calvo-Fischer contracts
(as described in section 13:4:5). Show that output remains at zero until
time T , and there is a boom after.
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13.4.2 Solution

1. Dynamics under Calvo contracts

The �new contracts�xt are given by (formula 68 in chapter 13):

xt = (1� �)

1X
j=0

�jjEtmt+j (13.40)

Applying it �rst to the two simple cases t < 0 and t � T we �nd:

xt = 0 t < 0 (13.41)

xt = 1 t � T (13.42)

For the intermediate case 0 � t � T we have the following formula:

xt = (1� �)
X
s�t
(�)s�tEtms = (1� �)

X
s�T

(�)s�t

= (1� �) (�)T�t
�
1 + � + (�)2 + :::

�
= (�)T�t (13.43)

Let us now move to the computation of aggregate price and output. The
price pt at time t � T is:

pt = (1� )
1X
j=0

jxt�j = (1� )
tX
j=0

jxt�j

= (1� )
tX
j=0

j (�)T�t+j = (1� ) (�)T�t
tX
j=0

�
�2
�j

=
1� 

1� �2
(�)T�t

h
1�

�
�2
�t+1i

(13.44)

and output:

yt = 1�
1� 

1� �2
(�)T�t

h
1�

�
�2
�t+1i

(13.45)

Now for a time t � T the price pt is:

pt = (1� )
t�T�1X
j=0

j + (1� )
tX

j=t�T
j (�)T�t+j

= 1� t�T +
(1� ) t�T

h
1� (�2)T+1

i
1� �2

(13.46)
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and output:

yt = t�T
1� (1� )

h
1� (�2)T+1

i
1� �2

(13.47)

We see from formulas (45) and (47) that the jump in the quantity of money
yields a slump for 0 � t < T and a boom for t � T .

2. Dynamics under Calvo-Fischer contracts

We now move to Calvo-Fischer contracts. We recall (formulas 76 and 78 in
chapter 13) that the aggregate price and the value of new contracts are given
by:

pt = (1� )
X
s�t

t�sxst (13.48)

xst = Esmt (13.49)

In view of the money jump considered here, formula (49) yields the following
values for the xst:

xst = 0 s < 0 8t (13.50)

xst = 0 s � 0 t < T (13.51)

xst = 1 s � 0 t � T (13.52)

Using formula (48) we �rst �nd:

pt = 0 t < T (13.53)

so output is zero for t < T .
Now for t � T the aggregate price is given by:

pt = (1� )

tX
s=�1

t�sxst = (1� )

tX
s=0

t�s = 1� t+1 (13.54)

and consequently output:

yt = mt � pt = t+1 t � T (13.55)

We see that this time the announced money expansion creates only a
boom for t � T .
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13.5 A DSGE model with sticky wages

We shall study here a DSGE model with nominal wage stickiness, similar to
the model with price stickiness studied in section 13:5 in this chapter. The
basic elements are the same as in section 13:5 and we recall brie�y some
essentials. Firms have a linear technology:

Yt = AtLt

The labor index Lt is an aggregate of a continuum of di¤erentiated labor
types (Snower, 1982), indexed by i 2 [0; 1]:

Lt =

�Z 1

0

L�itdi

�1=�
Note that this is similar to the Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) formalization, but

applied to labor.
The representative household of type i maximizes the following expected

value of discounted future utilities:

U = E0

1X
t=0

�t
�
LogCit +$Log

Mit

Pt
� L1+�it

1 + �

�
Its budget constraint for period t is (there is no pro�t income because of

the linear technology):

PtCit +Mit = WitLit +XtMit�1

whereXt is a common multiplicative monetary shock, equal toMt=Mt�1, and
Wit is the wage that will be chosen by households of type i. Wage rigidity
is obtained by making the assumption, similar to Rotemberg (1982a,b), that
there is a quadratic cost of changing the wageWit. This cost is in real terms:

�

2
Yt

�
Wit

Wit�1
� 1
�2

13.5.1 Questions

1. Compute the demand Lit for labor of type i.

2. Give the intertemporal maximization program of households of type i.

3. Compute the �rst order conditions for wages, take the symmetrical
solution, make a loglinear approximation and give the dynamic relation
linking successive wages.
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4. Solve for the dynamics of wages and employment when the money
process is:

mt �mt�1 = "t

where "t is a white noise.

13.5.2 Solution

1. Labor demand

A �rm which plans to use a value Lt of the aggregate labor index will choose
the values of the individual Lit�s so as to minimize their total cost for the
given value of Lt, i.e. the �rm will solve:

Minimize
Z 1

0

WitLitdi s.t.

Lt =

�Z 1

0

L�itdi

�1=�
This yields the demand for labor of type i:

Lit = Lt

�
Wit

Wt

��1=(1��)
(13.56)

2. Households�intertemporal maximization

Households of type i maximize their discounted utility subject to their bud-
get constraints and the demand for their type of labor (56), i.e. they solve:

Maximize
X

�t

"
LogCit +$Log

�
Mit

Pt

�
� L1+�it

1 + �
� �

2

�
Wit

Wit�1
� 1
�2#

s.t.

PtCit +Mit = WitLit +XtMit�1

Lit = Lt

�
Wit

Wt

��1=(1��)
The Lagrangean is:
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X
�t

"
LogCit +$Log

�
Mit

Pt

�
� L1+�t

1 + �

�
Wit

Wt

��(1+�)=(1��)
� �

2

�
Wit

Wit�1
� 1
�2#

+�t�it

"
WitLt

�
Wit

Wt

��1=(1��)
+XtMit�1 � PtCit �Mit

#
(13.57)

The �rst order conditions in Cit and Mit are:

�it =
1

PtCit
(13.58)

$

Mit

� �it + �Et
�
�it+1Xt+1

�
= 0 (13.59)

Combining the two this yields:

1

PtCit
=

$

Mit

+ �Et

�
Mt+1

Mt

1

Pt+1Cit+1

�
= 0 (13.60)

The solution will be symmetrical:

Cit = Ct Mit =Mt (13.61)

so that equation (60) becomes:

Mt

PtCt
= $ + �Et

�
Mt+1

Pt+1Ct+1

�
= 0 (13.62)

which solves as:

Mt

PtCt
=

$

1� �
(13.63)

3. A dynamic relation on wages

Now the �rst order condition with respect to Wit for the Lagrangean in
equation (57) is:

1

1� �
L1+�t

�
Wit

Wt

��(1+�)=(1��)�1
� �

1� �

WtLt
PtYt

�
Wit

Wt

���=(1��)
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�� Wit

Wit�1

�
Wit

Wit�1
� 1
�
+ ��Et

Wit+1

Wit

�
Wit+1

Wit

� 1
�
= 0 (13.64)

Taking the symmetrical solution Wit = Wt this yields:

1

1� �
L1+�t � �

1� �

�� Wt

Wt�1

�
Wt

Wt�1
� 1
�
+ ��Et

Wt+1

Wt

�
Wt+1

Wt

� 1
�
= 0 (13.65)

We �rst characterize the long run equilibrium where all wages are equal
over time. Then (65) yields:

Lt = �1=(1+�) = L0 (13.66)

Now let us go back to the dynamics. Loglinearizing (65) we �nd:

��

1� �
(`t � `0)� � (wt � wt�1) + �� (Etwt+1 � wt) = 0 (13.67)

Let us de�ne:

� =
��

(1� �) �
(13.68)

Since:

wt + `t = pt + yt = mt (13.69)

equation (67) becomes:

(1 + � + �)wt � wt�1 � �Etwt+1 = �mt (13.70)

4. Wage and employment dynamics

Wages So we assume that money follows a random walk:

mt �mt�1 = "t (13.71)

Then using the results in the mathematical appendix, section A:9, we
�nd that the solution in wages to the dynamic equation (70) is:

wt = �wt�1 + (1� �)mt (13.72)
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where the autoregressive root � is a root of the characteristic polynomial:

	(�) = ��2 � (1 + � + �)�+ 1 = 0 (13.73)

We can compute:

	(0) = 1 (13.74)

	(1) = �� (13.75)

so that there is indeed one autoregressive root � such that 0 < � < 1.
This root � somehow measures the degree of persistence created by the costs
of changing wages. We may want to know how this degree of persistence
depends on the fundamental parameters, so let us di¤erentiate equation (73).
We �nd:

@�

@�
= � �2

1� ��2
< 0 (13.76)

and using the de�nition of � (equation 68):

@�

@�
< 0

@�

@�
> 0 (13.77)

As intuition would suggest, the �stickiness� of wages is an increasing
function of the cost of changing wages �, and a negative function of the
�competitiveness index��.

Employment Since the goods market is competitive, and in view of the
production function Yt = AtLt, we have:

WtLt = PtYt (13.78)

Combining with (63) and Ct = Yt, we obtain:

WtLt =
(1� �)Mt

$
(13.79)

or, in logarithms, and omitting irrelevant constants:

`t = mt � wt (13.80)

Combining (71), (72) and (80), we �nally obtain:

`t = �`t�1 + �"t (13.81)
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so that the parameter � measures both the immediate impact of shocks on
employment, and the degree of persistence in employment.



Chapter 14

Consumption, Investment,
Inventories and Credit

14.1 Consumption and �nancial investment

We want to show how random returns in�uence consumption and savings1.
A household maximizes expected discounted utility:X

t

�tU (Ct)

At the beginning of each period t the agent has �nancial assets At, which
he allocates between consumption Ct and savings At�Ct. These savings are
invested in a risky investment that will bring next period a stochastic gross
rate of return Rt+1. To simplify we shall assume that Rt is i.i.d.
As a consequence �nancial assets next period are equal to:

At+1 = Rt+1 (At � Ct)

We shall use the method of dynamic programming (mathematical appen-
dix A:5) and de�ne:

Vt (At) = Max Et
X
s

�s�tU (Cs)

subject to the constraint that initial assets are At.

1This model was developed by Samuelson (1969), Hakansson (1970) and Merton (1970,
1971).
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14.1.1 Questions

1. Write the dynamic programming equation linking Vt and Vt+1. The
problem is actually stationary, so Vt = Vt+1 = V . Write the functional
equation giving V (At).

2. Assume

U (Ct) =
C1��t

1� �
� > 0

and conjecture that V has the form:

V (At) =
�A1��t

1� �

Show that optimal consumption is characterized by a constant propen-
sity to consume out of assets. Compute this propensity to consume.

14.1.2 Solution

1. A dynamic programming equation

We have the following recursive equation:

Vt (At) = MaxCt fU (Ct) + �EtVt+1 (At+1)g (14.1)

where At+1 = Rt+1 (At � Ct), so that:

Vt (At) = MaxCt fU (Ct) + �EVt+1 [Rt+1 (At � Ct)]g (14.2)

Since the problem is stationary, Vt (At) = Vt+1 (At) = V (At) and V (A)
is solution of the following functional equation derived from (2):

V (A) = MaxC fU (C) + �EV [R (A� C)]g (14.3)

2. The isoelastic case

Consider the particular case:

U (Ct) =
C1��t

1� �
� > 0 (14.4)

and conjecture a value function:

V (A) = �A1��
1� �

(14.5)
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Then the above recursive equation (3) becomes:

�A1�� = MaxC
h
C1�� + �� (A� C)1�� ER1��

i
(14.6)

Let us de�ne:

k = ER1�� (14.7)

Equation (6) becomes:

�A1�� = MaxC
h
C1�� + ��k (A� C)1��

i
(14.8)

which gives the optimal consumption:

C =
A

1 + (��k)1=�
(14.9)

Inserting this into (8) we obtain:

� =
h
1� (�k)1=�

i��
(14.10)

and inserting back into (9):

C =
h
1� (�k)1=�

i
A (14.11)

with k given by (7). From formula (7) we see that if � = 1, then k = 1 and
the propensity to consume out of assets, 1��, is independent of uncertainty.
As soon, however, as � 6= 1, both the average return and its variance will
in�uence the propensity to consume (formula 7).

14.2 Investment and installation costs (1)

A �rm has a production function:

Yt = AKt �
BK2

t

2
A > 0 B > 0

and an installation cost which is a function of net investment:

C (Jt) =
aJ2t
2

where Jt = It � �Kt. The �rm maximizes discounted pro�ts:
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X
t

�
1

1 + r

�t
[Yt � It � C (Jt)]

subject to the equation of accumulation of capital:

Kt+1 = It + (1� �)Kt = Jt +Kt

The Lagrangean is:

1X
t

�
1

1 + r

�t �
AKt �

BK2
t

2
� Jt � �Kt �

aJ2t
2

�
X
t

�
1

1 + r

�t
qt (Jt +Kt �Kt+1)

14.2.1 Questions

1. Give the �rst order conditions for qt and Kt.

2. Compute the stationary state.

3. Derive a dynamic relation linking successive values of capital.

4. Show that the dynamics of capital has an autoregressive root �. Give
the characteristic polynomial of which � is a solution and show that
0 < � < 1.

14.2.2 Solution

1. The �rst order conditions

The �rm maximizes discounted pro�t:

1X
t

�
1

1 + r

�t �
AKt �

BK2
t

2
� Jt � �Kt �

aJ2t
2

�
(14.12)

The Lagrangean:

1X
t

�
1

1 + r

�t �
AKt �

BK2
t

2
� Jt � �Kt �

aJ2t
2

�
X
t

�
1

1 + r

�t
qt (Jt +Kt �Kt+1) (14.13)
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The �rst order conditions yield:

qt � 1 = aJt (14.14)

qt =
1

1 + r
(A�BKt+1 + qt+1 � �) (14.15)

2. The stationary state

The stationary state is characterized by:

I� = �K� J� = 0 (14.16)

q� = 1 (14.17)

r + � = A�BK� (14.18)

Note that we must have A > �+ r to have a positive steady state capital
K�.

3. The dynamics of capital

From equations (14) and (15):

Kt+1 = Kt +
qt � 1
a

(14.19)

qt+1 = (1 + r+) qt + � � A+BKt+1 (14.20)

and inserting (19) into (20):

qt+1 =

�
1 + r +

B

a

�
qt +BKt + � �

�
A+

B

a

�
(14.21)

This can be rewritten in matrix form:�
qt+1
Kt+1

�
=

�
1 + r +B=a B

1=a 1

� �
qt
Kt

�
(14.22)
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4. Autoregressive dynamics

The characteristic polynomial corresponding to this dynamic system is:

	(�) = �2 �
�
2 + r +

B

a

�
�+ 1 + r (14.23)

We can compute:

	(0) = 1 + r > 0 (14.24)

	(1) = �B
a
< 0 (14.25)

So there is one autoregressive root � between 0 and 1.

14.3 Investment and installation costs (2)

A �rm has a production function:

Yt = AKt �
BK2

t

2
A > 0 B > 0

The di¤erence with problem 14:2 is that the installation cost is now a
function of gross investment It:

C (It) =
aI2t
2

and the equation of accumulation of capital is:

Kt+1 = It + (1� �)Kt

The �rm maximizes discounted pro�ts:

X
t

�
1

1 + r

�t
[Yt � It � C (It)]

subject to the capital accumulation equation.
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14.3.1 Questions

1. Following the notation of problem 14:2, give the Lagrangean corre-
sponding to this maximization problem, and derive the �rst order con-
ditions in Kt and qt.

2. Compute the steady state.

3. Derive a dynamic relation linking successive values of capital.

4. Show that the dynamics of capital has an autoregressive root � between
0 and 1.

14.3.2 Solution

1. The �rst order conditions

The �rm maximizes discounted pro�t:

X
t

�
1

1 + r

�t �
AKt �

BK2
t

2
� It �

aI2t
2

�
(14.26)

subject to:

Kt+1 = It + (1� �)Kt (14.27)

The Lagrangean:

1X
t

�
1

1 + r

�t �
AKt �

BK2
t

2
� It �

aI2t
2

�

+
X
t

�
1

1 + r

�t
qt [It + (1� �)Kt �Kt+1] (14.28)

The �rst order conditions yield:

qt � 1 = aIt (14.29)

qt =
1

1 + r
[A�BKt+1 + (1� �) qt+1] (14.30)
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2. The steady state

The steady state is characterized by:

I� = �K� (14.31)

q� = 1 + aI� (14.32)

(r + �) q� = A�BK� (14.33)

3. Capital dynamics

From (29) and (30) we obtain the dynamic equations:

Kt+1 =
qt � 1
a

+ (1� �)Kt (14.34)

(1� �) qt+1 = (1 + r) qt � A+BKt+1 (14.35)

and inserting (34) into (35):

qt+1 =
1

1� �

�
1 + r +

B

a

�
qt +BKt �

1

1� �

�
B

a
+ A

�
(14.36)

This can be written in matrix form:�
qt+1
Kt+1

�
=

�
(1 + r +B=a) = (1� �) B

1=a 1� �

� �
qt
Kt

�
(14.37)

4. Autoregressive dynamics

The associated characteristic polynomial is:

	(�) = �2 �
�
1

1� �

�
1 + r +

B

a

�
+ 1� �

�
�+ 1 + r (14.38)

We can compute:

	(0) = 1 + r > 0 (14.39)

	(1) = � 1

1� �

�
� (� + r) +

B

a

�
< 0 (14.40)

so that we have one root between 0 and 1.
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14.4 Inventory and output with autocorre-
lated demand

We consider the same model as in section 14:4:2; but instead of assuming
Dt = �t, we assume that demand has an autoregressive component:

Dt = �Dt�1 + �t 0 < � < 1

where the �t�s are i.i.d. The rest of the model is the same.

14.4.1 Questions

1. Use the same dynamic programming method as in appendix 14:2, and
give the equation, similar to equation (125), giving Vt (It).

2. Assume an interior solution and derive the �rst order conditions.

3. Show that for low enough It the optimal production is:

Yt = �Dt�1 +Q� It

where Q is determined by:

� (Q) =
P � c

P � � c

14.4.2 Solution

1. The dynamic programming equation

Most of the developments of section 14:4:2 are valid, simply replacing �t by
Dt = �Dt�1 + �t. Then equation (125) in chapter 14 is replaced by:

Vt (It) = MaxYt�0

�Z 1

Yt+It��Dt�1
[P (Yt + It) + �Vt+1 (0)]� (�t) d�t � cYt

+

Z Yt+It��Dt�1

0

[P (�Dt�1 + �t) + �Vt+1 [ (Yt + It � �Dt�1 � �t)]]� (�t) d�t

�
(14.41)
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2. First order conditions

Maximization with respect to output Yt yields the following �rst order con-
dition: Z Yt+It��Dt�1

0

� V 0
t+1 [ (Yt + It � �Dt�1 � �t)]� (�t) d�t

+

Z 1

Yt+It��Dt�1
P� (�t) d�t � c = 0 (14.42)

3. The optimal production strategy

Equation (42) is actually an equation in Yt + It � �Dt�1, so that, similarly
to section 14:4:2, if It is low enough to have an interior solution, the optimal
production strategy is:

Yt + It � �Dt�1 = Q (14.43)

or:

Yt = Q+ �Dt�1 � It (14.44)

We �nd Q by replacing Yt + It � �Dt�1 by Q in (41) and (42):

Vt (It) =

Z 1

Q

[P (Q+ �Dt�1) + �Vt+1 (0)]� (�t) d�t � c (Q+ �Dt�1) + cIt

+

Z Q

0

[P (�Dt�1 + �t) + �Vt+1 [ (Q� �t)]]� (�t) d�t (14.45)Z Q

0

� V 0
t+1 [ (Q� �t)]� (�t) d�t

+

Z 1

Q

P� (�t) d�t � c = 0 (14.46)

From (45) we �nd V 0 = c, which, inserted into (46), yields:Z Q

0

� c� (�t) d�t +

Z 1

Q

P� (�t) d�t � c = 0 (14.47)

or in terms of the cumulative density �:

� (Q) =
P � c

P � � c
(14.48)



Chapter 15

Unemployment: Basic Models

15.1 A tax scheme to �ght unemployment

We will describe here a tax scheme to �ght unemployment adapted from
Jackman and Layard (1986). The basic idea is to tax the wage bill and
simultaneously subsidize jobs, the taxes and subsidies balancing each other.
The combination, as we shall see, increases employment.
We are in a framework of monopolistic competition. Output is made from

the combination of intermediate goods indexed by i 2 [0; 1]:

Y =

�Z 1

0

Y �
i di

�1=�
Firms producing intermediate goods have the same linear production

function, which is for �rm i:

Yi = Li

Denote as !i the real wage in �rm i. The wage bill is taxed at the rate t
and jobs subsidized at the rate s, so that the real pro�t of �rm i is:

piYi � (1 + t)!iLi + sLi

where pi is the �real price� of good i. The tax scheme is balanced in the
sense that:

s
X
i

Li = t
X
i

!iLi

The average real wage in the economy is !, and the unemployment rate is
u. Unemployed workers receive a real unemployment bene�t b. Consequently
outside �rm i a worker has an expected income equal to:
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(1� u)! + ub

We assume that trade unions in �rm i set the real wage !i so as to
maximize �total surplus�, i.e. so as to maximize:

Li [!i � (1� u)! � ub]

15.1.1 Questions

1. Compute the demand for labor

2. Show that a higher t leads to higher employment.

15.1.2 Solution

1. The demand for labor

Firms producing �nal output maximize their real pro�ts:�Z 1

0

Y �
i di

�1=�
�
Z 1

0

piYidi (15.1)

This yields the demand for intermediate i:

Yi = Y p
�1=(1��)
i (15.2)

A �rm producing intermediate good i maximizes real pro�t subject to the
production function and the demand curve (2), i.e. it solves the program:

Maximize piYi � (1 + t)!iLi + sLi s.t.

Yi = Y p
�1=(1��)
i

Li = Yi

whose solution is:

pi =
(1 + t)!i � s

�
(15.3)

Li = Y

�
(1 + t)!i � s

�P

��1=(1��)
(15.4)
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2. A balanced tax scheme and employment

Inserting the demand for labor (4) into the trade-union�s utility function we
�nd that trade-unions will maximize:

[!i � (1� u)! � ub]

�
(1 + t)!i � s

�

��1=(1��)
(15.5)

The �rst order condition with respect to !i is:

(1 + t) [!i � (1� u)! � ub] = (1� �) [(1 + t)!i � s] (15.6)

We take the symmetric equilibrium where !i = !. Because the tax scheme
is balanced we also have s = t!. This yields the rate of unemployment:

u =
(1� �)!

(1 + t) (! � b)
(15.7)

We see that, for given ! and b, a higher t will bring a lower level of unem-
ployment. Now in order to fully determine the equilibrium we need another
relation. Let us for example assume that the ratio of unemployment bene�ts
to the real wage is given and equal to �:

b

!
= � < 1 (15.8)

Combining (7) and (8) we obtain the �nal expression for the unemployment
rate:

u =
1� �

(1 + t) (1� �)
(15.9)

where it appears quite clearly that unemployment is a decreasing function of
t.

15.2 A simple model of nominal wage rigidity

In the main text of chapter 15 we assumed that unemployment bene�ts are
expressed in real terms. But in the real world one observes that these bene�ts
are usually not expressed in real terms, but related to the nominal wage of
the worker at the time he lost his job. Of course there are some indexing
procedures, but they relate to past price evolutions, not to the current price,
so that the bene�t is not �xed in real terms.
So we shall describe here a simple model, adapted from Dixon (1990),

where the fact that unemployment bene�ts are nominally �xed creates a
nominal rigidity.
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Output is produced by competitive �rms from intermediate goods indexed
by i 2 [0; 1] via the production function:

Y =

�Z
i

Y �
i di

�1=�
Production in intermediate sector i is given by:

Yi = Li

The nominal wage Wi in intermediate sector i is determined by a trade-
union which maximizes:

Li

�
U

�
Wi

P

�
� U

�
B

P

��
where U is a concave utility function, P the aggregate price level, and B is
the unemployment bene�t, which is here expressed in nominal terms. We
shall actually take the particular isoelastic utility:

U

�
W

P

�
=

1

1� �

�
W

P

�1��
0 � � � 1

15.2.1 Questions

1. Compute the demand for intermediate labor of type i.

2. Insert this demand for labor into the trade-union�s utility function,
derive the wage Wi and show that wages display nominal rigidity.

15.2.2 Solution

1. The demand for intermediate labor

Denote as Pi the price of intermediate i. The output producing �rms maxi-
mize their pro�ts:

P

�Z 1

0

Y �
i di

�1=�
�
Z
i

PiYidi (15.10)

which yields the demand for intermediate good i:

Yi = Y

�
Pi
P

��1=(1��)
=
M

P

�
Pi
P

��1=(1��)
(15.11)
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Intermediate �rm i maximizes pro�ts subject to the production function and
the demand curve (11):

Maximize PiYi �WiLi s.t.

Yi = Y

�
Pi
P

��1=(1��)
Yi = Li

This yields the optimal price:

Pi =
Wi

�
(15.12)

and, combining (11), (12) and Li = Yi, the demand for labor in sector i:

Li =
M

P

�
Wi

�P

��1=(1��)
(15.13)

2. Wage setting and nominal rigidity

Recall the utility of the trade-union:

U

�
W

P

�
=

1

1� �

�
W

P

�1��
� � 0 (15.14)

So the trade-union i has a maximand that is proportional to:

1

1� �

�
W 1��
i �B1���W�1=(1��)

i (15.15)

The �rst order condition with respect to Wi is:

Wi

B
= [1� (1� �) (1� �)]1=(1��) (15.16)

Since B is �xed in nominal terms, formula (16) shows that wages display
nominal rigidity.
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Chapter 16

A Dynamic View of
Unemployment

16.1 Dynamic wage negotiations

We shall combine here the �right to manage negotiations� of chapter 15
(section 15:3:3) and the dynamic framework of chapter 16 (section 16:3). We
assume that wages are negotiated between the �rm and a trade-union whose
utility function is:

Vt = Lt (Vet � Vut )

We may note the similarity of this utility function with the one used in
chapter 15, i.e.:

Lt [U (!t)� U ($)] = Lt [U (!t)� e� U (b)]

The instantaneous utilities U (!t)�e and U (b) have simply been replaced
by the intertemporal discounted ones, Vet and Vut .
Firms have the following production function:

Yt =
AL1��t

1� �
0 < � < 1

The �rm and trade-union negotiate on the current real wage taking future
events as given. The result of the wage negotiation is given by the maximum
of the �Nash product�: �

Vt � �Vt
� �

�t � ��t
�1�
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16.1.1 Questions

1. Derive the �rst order conditions for the wage negotiation. Give the
resulting relation between the real wage and employment.

2. Derive this relation in the particular case where U (!) = Log!.

3. Combining this with the aggregate production function, show how the
real wage and unemployment rate are determined.

16.1.2 Solution

1. Wage negotiations

From the production function the demand for labor is:

Lt = � (!t) =
�!t
A

��1=�
(16.1)

and the corresponding real pro�ts:

�(!t) =
�A

1� �

�!t
A

�(��1)=�
(16.2)

The result of the wage negotiation is given by the maximum of the �Nash
product�: �

Vt � �Vt
� �

�t � ��t
�1�

(16.3)

where �Ut and ��t are respectively the levels of utilities and pro�ts that the
trade-union and the �rm would obtain in case of a failure of the negotiations.
We have:

�Vt = 0 ��t = 0 (16.4)

The Nash product (3) becomes:

[� (!t) (Vet � Vut )]
 [� (!t)]

1� (16.5)

or in logarithms:

Log (Vet � Vut )�
 + (1� ) (1� �)

�
Log!t (16.6)

Maximization of (6) in !t yields:



Vet � Vut
@ (Vet � Vut )

@!t
=
 + (1� ) (1� �)

�!t
(16.7)
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Let us recall equations (10) and (11) in chapter 16:

Vet = U (!t)� e+ �
�
qtVut+1 + (1� qt)Vet+1

�
(16.8)

Vut = U (b) + �
�
htVet+1 + (1� ht)Vut+1

�
(16.9)

Since the workers take the future as exogenous to them in the negotiation,
we have:

@ (Vet � Vut )
@!t

= U 0 (!t) (16.10)

and therefore equation (7) is rewritten:

Vet � Vut =
�!tU

0 (!t)

1� �+ �
(16.11)

Consider now a stationary state. We recall equation (17) in chapter 16, which
is still valid here:

Vet � Vut =
U (!)� U ($)

1� � + �q=u
(16.12)

Combining (11) and (12) we obtain one long run relation between ! and u:

U (!)� U ($)

1� � + �q=u
=

�!U 0 (!)

1� �+ �
(16.13)

2. The logarithmic case

For the particular case of a logarithmic utility function U (!) = Log!, equa-
tion (13) becomes:

Log! = Log$ +
�

1� �+ �

�
1� � +

�q

u

�
(16.14)

In the (u; !) plane this is a downward sloping curve.

3. Equilibrium wages and unemployment

A second relation between ! and u is given by the demand for labor equation,
derived from the production function:

!t =
@Yt
@Lt

= AL��t = A [(1� u)N0]
�� (16.15)

This relation is upward sloping in the (u; !) plane. The unemployment
rate and wage level are obtained by combining equations (14) and (15). We
see that, as soon as the bargaining power of trade-unions is di¤erent from
zero ( > 0) there will be a positive level of unemployment.
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16.2 A dynamic insiders-outsiders model

We combine the insiders-outsiders model of chapter 15 (section 15:4) with
the dynamic framework of chapter 16 (sections 16:2, 16:3). In particular the
utility of the trade-union is now:

Vt = min (Lt; N) (Vet � Vut )

Except for this, the model is the same as in problem 16:1.

16.2.1 Questions

1. Show that the result of the negotiation leads to a relation between the
real wage and unemployment.

2. Compute the above relation in the logarithmic case U (!) = Log!.
Combining this with the aggregate production function, show how the
real wage and unemployment rate are determined. Compare with the
results of problem 16:1.

16.2.2 Solution

1. The unemployment-real wage relation

Outside steady state the �rm may a priori �nd itself in any of the three cases
(hiring, �ring, stable labor force) that we described in chapter 15; section
15:4. In a steady state, however, since the �rm is subject to an exogenous
quit rate q, for employment to remain constant the �rm must necessary hire
in each period to compensate these departures. The �rm will thus be in the
�hiring zone�. As a consequence the Nash product will be:

[N (Vet � Vut )]
 [� (!t)]

1� (16.16)

Following the same steps as in problem 16:1, we �nd that maximization with
respect to !t yields:

Vet � Vut =
�!tU

0 (!t)

(1� ) (1� �)
(16.17)

Furthermore equation (12) above is still valid:

Vet � Vut =
U (!)� U ($)

1� � + �q=u
(16.18)
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Combining equations (17) and (18) we obtain a �rst relation relating ! and
u in steady state:

U (!)� U ($)

1� � + �q=u
=

�!U 0 (!)

(1� ) (1� �)
(16.19)

2. The equilibrium real wage and unemployment

If U (!) = Log! equation (19) becomes:

Log! = Log$ +
�

(1� ) (1� �)

�
1� � +

�q

u

�
(16.20)

which is a decreasing curve in (u; !) space. The equilibrium u and ! are
given by the combination of equation (20) and the demand for labor (15),
which is still valid here:

!t = A [(1� u)N0]
�� (16.21)

If we compare with the results of problem 16:1, we �rst see that relations
(15) and (21) are identical. Curve (20), however, is always above curve (14)
in (u; !) space, so that the insiders-outsiders model will yield both a higher
unemployment u and a higher real wage !.

16.3 Matching in the labor market: continu-
ous time

We consider the dynamic matching model of the labor market (section 16:5),
but this time in continuous time. This is actually the original model found
notably in Pissarides (1990).
Let there be ut unemployed and vt vacancies at time t. The �ow of hirings

ht is given by the matching function:

ht =M (ut; vt)

The matching function is homogeneous of degree 1 in its arguments. De-
note:

f =
h

v
=
M (u; v)

v
=M

�
1

�
; 1

�
= f (�) � =

v

u

f 0 (�) � 0
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We assume that existing jobs die at an exogenous rate q (as quits), so
that the dynamics of unemployment is given by:

_u = q (1� u)� �f (�)u

An occupied job gives a �ow of income y. The cost of maintaining a
vacancy is c, and the real wage is !. The real interest rate is r.

16.3.1 Questions

1. From the equation giving _u derive a steady state relation between u, v
and �:

2. Denote as Jo and Jv the discounted pro�ts for an occupied job and a
vacant job. Give the dynamic programming equations for Jo and Jv.

3. Denote as Ve and Vu the discounted utilities of an employed and un-
employed household. Give the dynamic programming equations for Ve
and Vu.

4. The wage in each �rm is bargained between �rm and worker. It is
assumed that the resulting wage maximizes the �Nash product�:

(V e � V u) (Jo � Jv)1�

Give the resulting �wage equation�.

5. Using the equilibrium equations previously obtained, characterize the
equilibrium of the economy.

16.3.2 Solution

1. A steady state relation

In a steady state the unemployment level is constant, so from the above
equation giving _u:

q (1� u) = �f (�)u (16.22)

or:

u =
q

q + �f (�)
(16.23)

which can also be rewritten:

q (1� u) = vf
�v
u

�
(16.24)
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This relation between u and v is the Beveridge curve that we already saw in
chapter 16, equation (49) and �gure 16:2.

2. The dynamics of discounted pro�ts

We call Jo the discounted value of pro�ts for an occupied job, Jv that for a
vacant job. Workers arrive at a rate f (�) per unit of time, so the dynamic
programming equation applied to a vacant job yields:

rJv = �c+ f (�) (Jo � Jv) (16.25)

Because of free entry, in equilibrium we have:

Jv = 0 (16.26)

so that (25) yieds:

Jo =
c

f (�)
(16.27)

Now similarly the dynamic programming equation for an occupied job says:

rJo = y � ! � qJo (16.28)

Combining the last two equations we obtain:

y � ! =
(r + q) c

f (�)
(16.29)

3. The dynamics of discounted utilities

Let us now turn to workers. They receive the wage ! when employed, and
an unemployment compensation b when unemployed. Call Vu and Ve the
discounted utilities for unemployed and employed workers respectively. The
dynamic programming equations are:

rVu = b+ �f (�) (Ve � Vu) (16.30)

rVe = ! + q (Vu � Ve) (16.31)

from which we deduce:

Ve � Vu = ! � b

r + q + �f (�)
(16.32)
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4. Bargained wages

It is assumed that the wage in each �rm is bargained between �rm and worker
after they meet, and that it is the solution of the �Nash bargaining�program
(we omit the index of the �rm):

max (Ve � Vu) (Jo � Jv)1� (16.33)

This leads to the following traditional condition of �surplus sharing�:

(1� ) (Ve � Vu) =  (Jo � Jv) (16.34)

Combining (26), (27), (29), (32) and (34), we �nally obtain the real wage
equation:

! = (1� ) b+  (y + �c) (16.35)

5. The global equilibrium

We can gather equations (23), (29) and (35) giving the steady state equilib-
rium:

u =
q

q + �f (�)
(16.36)

y � ! =
(r + q) c

f (�)
(16.37)

! = (1� ) b+  (y + �c) (16.38)

We see that the resulting steady state equilibrium looks very similar to
the discrete time equilibrium studied in chapter 16, section 16:5:6, and rep-
resented in �gure 16:3.



Chapter 17

Policy: The Public Finance
Approach

17.1 The cost of distortionary taxation

Households have a utility function:

U = LogC � L

The production function is:

Y = AL

The government carries an exogenous amount of public spending G, and
the equation of goods market equilibrium is thus:

Y = C +G

17.1.1 Questions

1. Compute the optimum of this economy. Compute the utility of the
household.

2. Compute the market equilibrium assuming that G is �nanced with
lump-sum taxes T = G. Compute the associated utility. Compare with
the optimum.

3. Compute the market equilibrium assuming that G is �nanced with
distortionary taxes on labor: G = �!L, where ! is the real wage.
Compute the associated utility.
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4. Compute the cost of distortionary taxation.

17.1.2 Solution

1. The optimum

The optimum is obtained by maximizing the utility LogC�L subject to the
feasibility constraint C +G = AL. The solution is:

L =
A+G

A
C = A (17.1)

U = U� = LogA� A+G

A
(17.2)

2. Lump sum taxes

Because of the linear production function the real wage equals productivity:

! = A (17.3)

The consumer receives an income !L � T = AL � G. So his utility maxi-
mization program is:

Maximize LogC � L s.t.

C = AL�G

The solution is:

L =
A+G

A
C = A (17.4)

U = U1 = LogA� A+G

A
(17.5)

We see that this is exactly the same allocation as in the optimum.

3. Distortionary taxes

With a proportional tax rate � on labor, the household�s income is (1� �)!L =
(1� �)AL. Taxes must cover public spending, i.e.:

�!L = �AL = G (17.6)

The household�s utility maximization program is thus:

Maximize LogC � L s.t.

C = (1� �)AL

The solution is:
L = 1 C = (1� �)AL = A�G (17.7)

U = U2 = Log (A�G)� 1 (17.8)
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4. The cost of distortionary taxation

The cost of distortionary taxation is U1 � U2, which is equal to:

U1 � U2 = �
�
Log

�
1� G

A

�
+
G

A

�
� 0 (17.9)

17.2 Optimal seigniorage with lump sum taxes

We consider an overlapping generations model à la Samuelson (1958). House-
holds live two periods. The household born in period t works an amount Lt
in the �rst period, consumes C1t and C2t+1 in the �rst and second periods
respectively. It has a utility function:

U (C1t; C2t+1; Lt)

and budget constraints:

PtC1t +Mt = WtLt +�t � PtTt

Pt+1C2t+1 =Mt

where �t are �rm�s pro�ts and Tt the real value of lump-sum taxes. Assume
a production function:

Yt = F (Lt) F 0 (Lt) > 0 F 00 (Lt) < 0

The government spends Gt in real terms. Equilibrium on the goods mar-
ket requires:

C1t + C2t +Gt = Yt

The government can �nance its spending Gt by taxes or monetary cre-
ation. Government�s budget balance yields:

PtGt = PtTt +Mt �Mt�1

17.2.1 Questions

1. Derive the household�s and �rm�s �rst order conditions in market equi-
librium.

2. Derive the conditions for an intertemporal optimum such that the util-
ity of the representative household is maximized.
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3. Compute the optimal values of Tt and Mt �Mt�1 to �nance a given
level of spending Gt.

17.2.2 Solution

1. The �rst order conditions

Maximizing utility subject to the two budget constraints yields the �rst order
conditions:

1

Pt

@U

@C1t
=

1

Pt+1

@U

@C2t+1
= � 1

Wt

@U

@Lt
(17.10)

while the �rst order condition for the �rm is:

Wt

Pt
= F 0 (Lt) (17.11)

2. The intertemporal optimum

Maximization of the representative household�s utility can be obtained as the
limit, as � goes to 1, of the following program:

Maximize
X
t

�tU (C1t; C2t+1; Lt) s.t.

C1t + C2t +Gt = F (Lt)

The Lagrangian is:X
�t fU (C1t; C2t+1; Lt) + �t [F (Lt)� C1t � C2t �Gt]g (17.12)

As � goes to 1, the associated �rst order conditions are:

@U

@C1t
=

@U

@C2t+1
= � @U

@Lt

1

F 0 (Lt)
(17.13)

3. Optimal �nancing

Putting together conditions (10) and (11), we obtain:

1

Pt

@U

@C1t
=

1

Pt+1

@U

@C2t+1
= � 1

Pt

@U

@Lt

1

F 0 (Lt)
(17.14)

This is the same as condition (13), provided that:

Pt+1 = Pt (17.15)
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Now putting together the various budget and feasibility constraints we
obtain:

PtC1t + Pt+1C2t+1 = WtLt +�t � Tt

= PtYt � PtTt = Pt(C1t + C2t) + PtGt � PtTt (17.16)

so that:
Pt+1C2t+1 � PtC2t = PtGt � PtTt (17.17)

In a stationary state C2t = C2t+1. Include this into (17) and combine
with (15). We �nd:

Tt = Gt (17.18)

and therefore:
Mt �Mt�1 = 0 (17.19)

Government spending must be entirely �nanced by taxes, an intuitive result
since taxes are lump sum and create no distortion.

17.3 Seigniorage and the Cagan model

We shall consider the Cagan (1956) model that we saw in chapter 3, and
show how to compute the rate of in�ation that will raise a maximum amount
through seigniorage. The demand for money is given by:

Md
t

Pt
=M (�et) = A exp (���et )

The real seigniorage St generated by an increase _Mt in the quantity of
money is:

St =
_Mt

Pt
Let us call �t the rate of increase in the quantity of money:

�t =
_Mt

Mt

17.3.1 Questions

1. Compute the value of real seigniorage as a function of �t and �
e
t .

2. Assume a constant rate of growth of money: �t = �. Compute the value
of � which will raise the maximum amount of seigniorage in steady
state.
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17.3.2 Solution

1. The value of seigniorage

Combining the three above equations we �nd the seigniorage:

St =
_Mt

Pt
=

_Mt

Mt

Mt

Pt
= �tM (�et ) (17.20)

In steady state �et = �t = �; so that the seigniorage generated by � is:

S = �M (�) (17.21)

2. The maximum seigniorage

The maximum seigniorage is attained for � = �̂, where �̂ is solution of
dS=d� = 0, or:

M (�̂) + �̂M0 (�̂) = 0 (17.22)

For example with the money demand seen aboveM (�et) = A exp (���et ):

�̂ =
1

�
(17.23)

We see that if the money demand elasticity with respect to in�ation is high
(a high �), the rate of money growth yielding the highest seigniorage will
be low. Of course extracting maximal seigniorage needs not be the optimal
strategy, as we saw for example in the microfounded model of section 17:6.



Chapter 18

Stabilization policies

18.1 Policy e¤ectiveness: di¤erent timings

The timing of information is of utmost importance for the issue of the e¤ec-
tiveness of economic policy. To demonstrate it we shall study two di¤erent
versions of an AD � AS system. The AS equation is the same for the two
versions:

yt = � (pt � Et�1pt) AS

but there are now two di¤erent AD curves:

yt = mt � pt + bEt�1 (pt+1 � pt) + "t AD1

yt = mt � pt + bEt (pt+1 � pt) + "t AD2

where the "t are i.i.d. stochastic variables. The AD1 curve is the same as in
problem 3:1, and we saw that it leads to policy ine¤ectiveness.
Now the only di¤erence between AD1 and AD2 is that the second term

is based on period t� 1 information in AD1, and on period t information for
AD2. So the central di¤erence is in the information available to the private
sector to predict in�ation.

18.1.1 Questions

1. Consider the model with AD2 and investigate monetary policies of the
following type:

mt = �"t�1

155
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Conjecture that the solution in pt is of the form:

pt = �"t + �"t�1

and solve using the method of undetermined coe¢ cients.

2. Show that there is a strictly positive value of � which allows to fully
stabilize output, so that policy is e¤ective.

18.1.2 Solution

1. The dynamics of prices and output

So we conjecture that under the monetary policy:

mt = �"t�1 (18.1)

the solution for prices will be of the form:

pt = �"t + �"t�1 (18.2)

where � and � are to be determined below. Inserting (1) and (2) into the
AS and AD2 curves we obtain respectively:

yt = ��"t (18.3)

yt = �"t�1 � �"t � �"t�1 + "t + b (�"t � �"t � �"t�1) (18.4)

These two equations must hold whatever the values of "t and "t�1. So,
inserting (3) into (4) and equating to zero the coe¢ cients of "t and "t�1, we
obtain two equations giving � and �:

� =
�

1 + b
(18.5)

� =
1

1 + b+ �

�
1 +

b�

1 + b

�
(18.6)

2. The e¤ectiveness of policy

We �nd in particular, combining (3) and (6), that output is given by:

yt =
�

1 + b+ �

�
1 +

b�

1 + b

�
"t (18.7)

We see immediately that output will be completely stabilized if:

� = �1 + b
b

(18.8)

which corresponds to a countercyclical policy.
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18.2 The e¤ectiveness of government policy

We shall extend the simpli�ed model of appendix 18:3 to introduce elements
of forward behavior, and we shall see that this introduces the possibility of
government policy e¤ectiveness. Instead of the demand curve:

yt = mt � pt + vt

We take a demand curve that depends on expected in�ation:

yt = mt � pt + bEt (pt+1 � pt) + vt

The rest of the model is the same. The production function is:

yt = `t

and labor supply is constant:
`st = `0

18.2.1 Questions

1. Compute the Walrasian wage w�t .

2. Assume that the wage is preset at the expected value of the Walrasian
wage:

wt = Et�1w
�
t

Compute the demand for labor.

3. Show that there is a monetary policy based on previous period infor-
mation such that employment is completely stabilized.

18.2.2 Solution

1. The Walrasian wage

Because of the linear production function yt = `t, we have:

pt = wt (18.9)

Inserting this and yt = `t into the output demand above, we �nd the
demand for labor:

`t = mt � wt + bEt (wt+1 � wt) + vt (18.10)
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The Walrasian wage w�t is obtained by replacing wt by w
�
t and equating labor

demand to the �xed labor supply `0. This yields:

mt + vt � w�t + bEt
�
w�t+1 � w�t

�
= `0 (18.11)

or with the lag operator L:�
1 + b� bL�1

�
w�t = mt + vt � `0 (18.12)

Let us call:

 =
b

1 + b
(18.13)

Using (13), solving (12) yields the Walrasian wage w�t :

w�t =
1� 

1� L�1 (mt + vt � `0) = (1� )Et

1X
j=0

j (mt+j + vt+j � `0)

(18.14)

2. Preset wages and the demand for labor

The actual wage wt is equal the expectation as of t�1 of w�t , Et�1w�t , so that
from (14):

wt = (1� )Et�1

1X
j=0

j (mt+j + vt+j � `0) (18.15)

Now to compute labor demand in (10) we also need to compute Etwt+1.
Moving (15) forward one period, and taking the expectation as of t, we �nd:

Etwt+1 = (1� )Et

1X
j=0

j (mt+j+1 + vt+j+1 � `0) (18.16)

Combining (10) and (13), let us rewrite the labor demand:

`t = mt + vt �
wt
1� 

+
Etwt+1
1� 

(18.17)

Inserting (15) and (16) into (17), we obtain:

`t = `0 +mt + vt

�
1X
j=0

jEt�1 (mt+j + vt+j) + 
1X
j=0

jEt (mt+j+1 + vt+j+1) (18.18)

We can regroup the various terms:

`t = `0 + (mt � Et�1mt)

+
1X
j=0

jEt�1 (mt+j+1 + vt+j) +
1X
j=0

jEt (mt+j+1 + vt+j) (18.19)
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3. Policy and employment stabilization

Let us consider the policy:

mt+j+1 = �
vt+j


(18.20)

Note that with this policy the government only uses information from the
previous period. Under this policy the two in�nite sums in (19) are equal
to zero. Moreover, since the policy is predictable one period in advance,
mt = Et�1mt. So we �nd �nally:

`t = `0 (18.21)

Note that this is a quite remarkable result since under policy (20) we
have perpetual full employment eventhough shocks hit the economy after
wages have been preset, and without knowing the current shocks. We saw
the intuition for a similar result in chapter 18, section 18:3:7.

18.3 Information and policy e¤ectiveness: pre-
set prices

We presented in section 18:3 a rigorous DSGE model with preset wages where
it is optimal for the government to lead an activist policy. We shall study
here a model where a similar conclusion is obtained under the assumption of
preset prices.
We use again an overlapping generations structure. Households of gener-

ation t maximize the expected value of their utility Ut, with:

Ut = Log C1t + �Log C2t+1 � Lt

The representative �rm in period t has a production function:

Yt = AtLt

where At is a common stochastic technology shock.
Old households enter period t holding a quantity of money Mt�1 carried

from the previous period. In period t events occur in three steps:
First the government gives a nominal transfer Tt to the old households.

As in section 18:3, Tt is function only of macroeconomic variables up to t� 1
included.
Secondly the price is set by the private sector at its expected market-

clearing value, without knowing the value of the period t shock At.
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Finally the shock At becomes known to the private sector, the wage clears
the labor market, and transactions are carried out accordingly. Since policy
decisions in t are based on information up to t� 1, the government is never
more informed than the private sector.

18.3.1 Questions

1. As a benchmark, compute the Walrasian equilibrium.

2. We now assume that the price is preset at the expected value of the
Walrasian price:

Pt = Et�1P
�
t

Compute the preset price equilibrium.

3. Compute the optimal policy and show that the price is always equal to
its Walrasian value.

18.3.2 Solution

1. The Walrasian equilibrium

We will �rst compute the Walrasian equilibrium, and begin with old house-
holds. They start with a quantity of money Mt�1 coming from the previous
period. They receive a transfer Tt, so they have a quantity of money:

Mt =Mt�1 + Tt (18.22)

which they spend entirely:

C2t =
Mt

Pt
=
Mt�1 + Tt

Pt
(18.23)

Now let us write the maximization program of the young household born
in t. In its youth it receives wages WtLt and pro�ts �t. It will receive Tt+1
from the government when old1. If it consumes C1t in the �rst period of its
life, it will begin the second period with a quantity of money:

Mt = WtLt +�t � PtC1t (18.24)

In view of (23), the expected value of Log C2t+1 is, up to an unimportant
constant, equal to Log (Mt + Tt+1), so that the household in the �rst period
of its life solves the following program:

1Note that since Tt+1 is function of information in period t, it is therefore known with
certainty in period t.
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Maximize Log C1t + �Log (Mt + Tt+1)� Lt s.t.

Mt = WtLt +�t � PtC1t

Inserting the value of Mt into the maximand, we �nd that the �rst order
conditions for C1t and Lt are:

(1 + �)PtC1t = WtLt +�t + Tt+1 = PtYt + Tt+1 (18.25)

�Wt = WtLt +�t � PtC1t + Tt+1 = PtYt � PtC1t + Tt+1 (18.26)

The equilibrium condition on the goods market is:

C1t + C2t = Yt (18.27)

Combining (23), (25), (26) and (27), we �nd the value of the Walrasian
wage:

W �
t =

Mt + Tt+1
�

(18.28)

Now in Walrasian equilibrium the real wage is equal to marginal produc-
tivity:

Wt

Pt
= At (18.29)

Combining (28) and (29), we �nally �nd the value of the Walrasian price:

P �t =
Mt + Tt+1

�At
(18.30)

2. The preset price equilibrium

We now assume that, at the beginning of period t, �rms set prices based on
information available then (which does not include the value of At). As in
Gray (1976), the preset price is assumed equal to the expected value of the
Walrasian price:

Pt = Et�1P
�
t (18.31)

where the expression of P �t is given by formula (30). So combining (30) and
(31), the preset price is equal to:

Pt = Et�1

�
Mt + Tt+1

�At

�
(18.32)
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Under preset prices, equilibrium equations (22) to (28) hold. Combining
these equations, we �nd that the preset price equilibrium is characterized by
the following values for consumptions and employment:

C1t =
Mt + Tt+1

�Pt
(18.33)

C2t =
Mt

Pt
(18.34)

Lt =
Mt + Tt+1
�AtPt

+
Mt

AtPt
(18.35)

3. Optimal policy

We will now show that under preset prices optimal policies are activist. In-
deed the optimal policy is characterized by:

Mt + Tt+1
Mt

=
At
Aa

(18.36)

where:

1

Aa
= E

�
1

At

�
(18.37)

To prove this, we maximize the utility of the representative household.
So we simply insert the values of consumptions and labor (formulas 33, 34
and 35) into the utility function, which yields:

Ut = Log

�
Mt + Tt+1

�Pt

�
+ �Log

�
Mt

Pt

�
�
�
Mt + Tt+1
�AtPt

+
Mt

AtPt

�
(18.38)

We maximize (38) subject to the price equation (32). As it turns out,
the price equation (32) is not binding so that we can maximize (38) without
constraint.
Let us start with the future transfers Tt+1, which can be chosen freely

based on period t information. Maximization in Tt+1 yields:

Mt + Tt+1 = �AtPt (18.39)

Inserting this into (38), we �nd, eliminating irrelevant constants:

Ut = �Log

�
Mt

Pt

�
� Mt

Pt
E

�
1

At

�
(18.40)
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Taking the expectation and maximizing with respect to Pt we �nd:

Pt =
Mt

�Aa
(18.41)

Combining (39) and (41) we �nd formula (36).
So we see that the optimal policy (36) is of the activist type: a positive

technology shock today (highAt) triggers high transfers tomorrow (high Tt+1)
and conversely for a negative productivity shock.
Finally we should note a quite striking property of this optimal policy.

Indeed combining (30) and (39), we �nd:

Pt = P �t (18.42)

The price is always equal to its Walrasian value! So, although the price is
preset before the shocks are known, the goods market is always cleared under
our optimal policy! A similar result had been obtained for preset wages in
section 18:3.
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Chapter 19

Dynamic Consistency and
Credibility

19.1 A Kydland-Prescott model

Let us consider a two period model (Kydland and Prescott, 1977). Private
agents take decisions (x1; x2), the government (g1; g2). The government max-
imizes a �social utility function�:

U (x1; x2; g1; g2)

Private agents have the following response functions:

x1 = X1 (g1; g2)

x2 = X2 (x1; g1; g2)

It is assumed that private agents have rational expectations and that
government knows perfectly the above response functions.

19.1.1 Questions

1. Assume that the government can commit in the �rst period on both g1
and g2. Characterize the �rst order conditions of the equilibrium.

2. Assume now that the governement will choose g2 in the second pe-
riod, and can only commit on g1 in the �rst period. Characterize the
equilibrium.

3. Compare the two equilibria and indicate when they will be the same.

165
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19.1.2 Solution

1. Equilibrium under commitment

Let us �rst compute the optimal government policy if it chooses at the same
time the values of g1 and g2. The government will thus maximize:

U [X1 (g1; g2) ; X2 (x1; g1; g2) ; g1; g2] (19.1)

The optimality condition with respect to g2 is written:

@U

@x1

@X1

@g2
+
@U

@x2

�
@X2

@g2
+
@X2

@x1

@X1

@g2

�
+
@U

@g2
= 0 (19.2)

2. Equilibrium without commitment

But in reality, if the government cannot commit, it will choose the value of
g2 in the second period, at a time where x1 and g1 are given. In the second
period the government will thus maximize:

U [x1; X2 (x1; g1; g2) ; g1; g2] (19.3)

The �rst order condition with respect to g2 is now written:

@U

@x2

@X2

@g2
+
@U

@g2
= 0 (19.4)

3. A comparison

In general the two optimality conditions (2) and (4) are clearly di¤erent.
Combining (2) and (4), we see that they will be the same if:

@X1

@g2

�
@U

@x1
+
@U

@x2

@X2

@x1

�
= 0 (19.5)

This will notably occur if the private sector�s actions today do not depend
on government�s actions tomorrow, i.e. if @X1=@g2 = 0.

19.2 Punishment for lying and credibility

The model is very similar to that of section 19:4. The di¤erence is that in
the �rst stage of the game the government �announces�a level of in�ation
�at which he claims to implement in the second stage. Now if the government
�lies�, in the sense that if the actual in�ation rate �t in the second stage is
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di¤erent from �at , the government will incur a �punishment�� (�t � �at )
2. As

a result the government�s utility function is:

Vt = �
�
(yt � �y)2 + ��2t + � (�t � �at )

2�
where the two �rst terms have already been seen in chapter 19, section 19:4,
and the third one is the �punishment�.
Output is determined by:

yt = y� + � (�t � �et )

19.2.1 Questions

1. We assume that the government cannot commit in advance. Compute
the time consistent in�ation announcement �at .

2. Compute the equilibrium in�ation. How does this in�ation rate depend
on the �punishment parameter��?

19.2.2 Solution

1. The time consistent in�ation announcement

Let us place ourselves in the second stage, and insert the value of output into
the government�s utility function. We obtain:

Vt = �
�
[y� + � (�t � �et )� �y]

2 + ��2t + � (�t � �at )
2	 (19.6)

Maximizing the utility with respect to �t we �nd:

�t =
� (�y � y�) + ��at + �2�et

� + �+ �2
(19.7)

Since the households have rational expectations, in equilibrium we must
have �t = �et , which yields:

�t = �et =
� (�y � y�) + ��at

� + �
(19.8)

As for output, it is equal to the natural level:

yt = y� (19.9)

Inserting (8) and (9) into (6), we �nd the value of the utility:
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Vt = �
(
(y� � �y)2 + �

�
� (�y � y�) + ��at

� + �

�2
+ �

�
� (�y � y�) + ��at

� + �
� �at

�2)
(19.10)

Maximizing with respect to �at we �nd that the optimal value is:

�at = 0 (19.11)

2. Equilibrium in�ation and punishment for lying

Inserting the value of �at (equation 11) into (8) we �nd the equilibrium in�a-
tion rate:

�t =
� (�y � y�)

� + �
(19.12)

We see that the in�ation rate is a decreasing function of the punishment
parameter �.

19.3 Time consistent in�ation with a Phillips
curve

We consider a deterministic model. The government wants to minimize:X
�t
�
(yt � �y)2 + ��2t

�
subject to a �new-Keynesian Phillips curve�:

�t = ��t+1 + � (yt � y�)

19.3.1 Question

Compute the time consistent rate of in�ation.

19.3.2 Solution

The government maximizes in �t and yt taking all future values as given.
The terms of the Lagrangian containing �t and yt are:

��2t + (yt � �y)
2 + �t [� (yt � y�)� �t] (19.13)
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The �rst order conditions are:

�t = 2��t (19.14)

��t = 2 (�y � yt) (19.15)

Combine (14) and (15):

���t = �y � yt (19.16)

Inserting this into the equation of the new-Keynesian Phillips curve, we ob-
tain:

�t =
��

1 + ��2
�t+1 +

��

1 + ��2
(�y � y�) (19.17)

Integrating equation (17) forward we obtain the (constant) time consistent
in�ation rate:

�̂ =
�

1� � + ��2
(�y � y�) (19.18)
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Chapter 20

Political Economy

20.1 Redistribution and voting ex-ante

We consider the setting of section 20:4, but we assume here that, instead of
voting after productivities are revealed as in section 20:4, agents must make
a decision on the tax rate before they know what will be their individual
productivity. So each agent will maximize the expected utility:

E (U) = E

�
C � L1+�

1 + �

�

20.1.1 Questions

1. Compute the ex-ante expected utility of an agent.

2. What will be the tax rate chosen?

20.1.2 Solution

1. The ex-ante expected utility

We have already computed the utility of the agent with productivity A (for-
mula 28 in chapter 20):

U = C � L1+�

1 + �
=
(1� �) A


+ � (1� �)�1E (A) (20.1)

with:

 =
1 + �

�
> 1 (20.2)
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We take the expectation of this utility with respect to A:

E (U) = E

�
(1� �) A


+ � (1� �)�1E (A)

�

=

�
(1� �)


+ � (1� �)�1

�
E (A) (20.3)

2. The optimal tax rate

Let us di¤erentiate (3) with respect to the tax rate:

@E (U)

@�
= �� ( � 1) (1� �)�2E (A) � 0 (20.4)

So the optimal ex-ante tax rate is equal to zero.

20.2 Ex-ante voting with risk aversion

We continue with the same setting as in problem 20:1, but we now introduce
some �risk aversion�. So let us assume that the utility of each agent is:

U =
1

1� �

�
C � L1+�

1 + �

�1��
� > 0

To simplify computations we shall assume that the distribution of pro-
ductivities is lognormal, i.e. a = LogA is a normal variable with mean � and
variance �2.

20.2.1 Questions

1. Compute the ex-ante expected utility of an agent.

2. Show that the optimal tax rate is now strictly positive.

20.2.2 Solution

1. The ex-ante expected utility

The utility of household with productivity A is:

U =
1

1� �

�
(1� �) A


+ � (1� �)�1E (A)

�1��
(20.5)
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with, as above,  = (1 + �) =�. The expected utility of each agent is:

E (U) =
1

1� �
E

�
(1� �) A


+ � (1� �)�1E (A)

�1��
(20.6)

2. A positive optimal tax rate

The derivative @E (U) =@� is proportional to:

E

(�
(1� �) A


+ � (1� �)�1E (A)

���
[(1� �)E (A)� (1� �)A]

)
(20.7)

For � = 0 this derivative is proportional to:

E
�
A�� [E (A)� A]

	
= E (A)E

�
A��

�
� E

�
A(1��)

�
(20.8)

We shall now prove that the optimal tax rate is positive for the lognormal
distribution and � > 0. Let us recall the formula for lognormal distributions:

E
�
Ak
�
= exp

�
k�+

k2�2

2

�
(20.9)

Applying it to (8) we obtain:

E (A)E
�
A��

�
� E

�
A(1��)

�
=

exp

�
�+

2�2

2

�
exp

�
���+ 2�2�2

2

�

� exp
"
 (1� �)�+

2 (1� �)2 �2

2

#

= exp

�
 (1� �)�+

2�2

2
(1� �)2

� �
exp

�
�2�2

�
� 1
�

= E
�
A(1��)

� �
exp

�
�2�2

�
� 1
�
> 0 (20.10)

The second term is positive as soon as � > 0, so the optimal tax rate is
positive.
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20.2.3 Problem 20.3: Political platform di¤erentiation

The median voter approach that we described in section 20:3 is very similar
to a model of �rm competition where �rms would choose the optimal location
on a line. We saw that this �location game�led both competitors to choose
the �median�position, i.e. minimal di¤erentiation. We shall now describe
a model due to Hotelling (1929) where �rms compete in both locations and
prices, and as a result actually choose maximal di¤erentiation.

The set of consumers is represented by the segment [0; 1], along which
consumers are spread with a uniform density equal to 1. Each consumer
buys exactly one unit of a good sold by two �rms indexed by i = A;B: Firm
A is located at the point of abscissa a, �rm B at the point of abscissa b, with
0 � a � b � 1. Firms have a production cost per unit c, and set prices pa
and pb. A consumer who buys from �rm i must pay a transportation cost
�d2i ; where di is the distance between him and �rm i: Since the goods of the
two �rms are identical, except for location, each consumer buys from the �rm
which has the lowest �total cost�pi + �d2i .

Choices occur in two stages. In a �rst stage �rms choose their locations
a and b. In the second stage they choose prices pa and pb taking locations a
and b as given.

20.2.4 Questions

1. Assume we are in the second stage. Compute the demands Da and Db

that are addressed to �rms A and B as a function of locations a and b
and prices pa and pb.

2. We take locations a and b as given. Compute the Nash equilibrium in
prices. Compute the pro�ts of each �rm.

3. Consider now the �rst stage. Firms choose their locations a and b,
knowing that these locations will give rise in the second stage to the
price equilibrium described in question 2. Each �rm chooses its lo-
cation taking the other �rm�s location as given. Compute the Nash
equilibrium in locations. Deduce the full characteristics (locations and
prices) of the equilibrium.
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20.2.5 Solution

1. The demands

Let us de�ne as x the abscissa on the line of the consumer that is indi¤erent
between the two �rms. His total cost must be the same for the two �rms, i.e.

pa + � (x� a)2 = pb + � (x� b)2 (20.11)

or:

x =
pb � pa + �b2 � �a2

2� (b� a)
(20.12)

We assume that the parameters are such that:

0 � x � 1 (20.13)

The demands are simply:

Da = x Db = 1� x (20.14)

with x de�ned in formula (12).

2. The Nash equilibrium in prices

Firm A maximizes its pro�t:

(pa � c)Da =
(pa � c) (pb � pa + �b2 � �a2)

2� (a� b)
(20.15)

The �rst order condition in pa yields:

pa =
pb + c+ �b2 � �a2

2
(20.16)

A symmetrical calculation yields:

pb =
pa + c+ � (1� a)2 � � (1� b)2

2
(20.17)

Solving the system (16) and (17), we �nd the Nash equilibrium prices:

pa = c+
� (b� a) (2 + a+ b)

3
pb = c+

� (b� a) (4� a� b)

3
(20.18)
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3. The Nash equilibrium in locations

Inserting the values of pa and pb (equations 18) into (12) we deduce the value
of x:

x =
2 + a+ b

6
(20.19)

and from (14) the values of demands Da and Db:

Da = x =
2 + a+ b

6
Db = 1� x =

4� a� b

6
(20.20)

The corresponding pro�ts are:

�A =
� (b� a) (2 + a+ b)2

18
(20.21)

�B =
� (b� a) (4� a� b)2

18
(20.22)

We compute the derivatives:

@�A
@a

=
� (2 + a+ b) (b� 2� 3a)

18
< 0 (20.23)

@�B
@b

=
� (2 + a+ b) (4 + a� 3b)

18
> 0 (20.24)

So the equilibrium is a = 0, b = 1, corresponding to maximal di¤erentiation.
In the contrary in this model the �median voter�result would correspond to
a = b = 1=2, i.e. minimal di¤erentiation.




